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Knocked El the Head!
People Wondering How We Sell Them
So Cheap.
The Secret is we Know How to Buy
Them.
Bargain No. 1. Bargain No
Ladies' Imported Cotton 50 doz. ladies' and
Hose, full regular made, Pongee silk handkerchiefs.
blacks and colors. You will find in this lot hand-
Our Price, 7"1""-- 19c. • kerchiefs worth $1.00. • We will offer scarlet
8. All: our 10c fancy ging-hams
Our Price,
At • •• : 8c.
Bargain No. 15.
white
: 43o. gray check flannels at less
 than manufacturers price
ferent colors, 
wool liargain N , 9., 43r .tibe ease:Ladies' heavy searnisse 0
hose, extra
Our Price. •. 17c.
'Bargain No. 3.
l., Nottauhata taped lace cur-
t 'pi 1 tigne, beconiful patterns, :31
yards httrit ' .
. Hen) Goes, : $1.48.
' ifthr.9 i. JOTiu ;. •II
Bargian No. 2.
length, four dif- Bargain No.Ladies 5-button length silk
argain No. 4..
- . White Marseilles quilt, full
12-1,'fotr different patterns,
•''. worth $2.00.i. • k .
• 
nee ?Lore ; 81.32.
. 111229.1 ----argain No: 5•
s •
•
Men's scarlet wool shirts
and drawers, all sizes, lowest
price ever quoted, it gives us
pleasure, • : 4$c.
Bargain No. 6.
:veer Clait4ada gray shirts






..“.., - argain No. 7.
Ladies' 20-gauge all wool
scarlet vests and pants, silk
finished, no better made
worth $1,25.
This Time, : 97c.
finished cashmere gloves,




A ladies black hair muff,
satin lined. Please do not
confound this muff with the
low grlide goods in the mar-
ket We will let them out
At : : 48c. each.
Bargain No. II.
We will sell you the cele-
brated Madam Le Roy corset,
silk finished, all sizes,
Here We Are : 39c.
Bargain No. 12.
Choice line standard.prints,
cost 6c. Good patterds.
Our Price, • 5c.
Bargain No. 13.
Ladies fine all-wool white





We \rill offer all our 12L
and 15c, fancy ginghams
At : : 10c.
Bargain No 14
• 16.
'We had shipped us by mis-
take a large line of Napkins.
The importer writes us to sell
and charge him up with the
loss. Look Out.
Bargain No. 17.
All bleached and brow u
cottons have advanced one
cent a yard; we Will still sell
at the old prices, as we bought
largely before the advance.
Bargain No, 18.
We will sell until further
notice our reinforced back
and front unlaundried shirt,
linen bosom, all the latest im-
provements.
Come Early : 44c.
Bargain No. 19,
Over 200 dozen suspenders,
manufacturer's liamples; we
will brace you up from 10c.
$1.00, and give you sus-
penders worth double.
Bargain No. 20.
Men's fine camel's hair
shirts and drawers, elegant
quality.
Our Price, • 68c.
Bargain No. 21.
We will-101 you a full brass
trimmid curtain pole in eb-
ony, cherry, walnut. Every-
body wants them. 24c.










• VSre are making it lively for the high priced houses.








The treatment of constipation does not r00-
s1st merely in unloading the bowels. Inc med-
icine mnst not catty at as a purgative, but lie
tonic.** well, and not produce after iis use
greater l'.*tiveneo.. Ti secure • regular helot
of body without changing the diet or disorgan-
izing ale system
"Hy *pennon. arterial with Coweltpa-
Hee for two years.' wear to 5 moons
I. %re Regulator, and, haring tried almost ev-
ery lions else. concluded to try it. I and took a
wineglaseful and afterwards redueed Inc .lone
to a teiteepoonbil. .11, per direetious. after each
meal. I found Dist it had den • toe so much
good that I contieued It until I took two bottles.
Since then! have Rot PI perienred ativ difficulty.
I keep it in my house and would not tie without
it. lint having no lice for it, a having cured
me "-Geo W. Sims. Aaa't. (lira Superior
Court, Pibb Co .
-Take Only the Genuine,
liebi,hi.ft • on the w ra Sie'r the re I
Trade mark awl sign.ttiiie of
J II. ZEMIN &CO.
LA-CU-PI-A
la - a '/alallTh.L .1
r I ' I. 10,. TI 1-11-41`11-111
and Lite-r blood remedies
prove conclusively that It
Fiends 'without a peer.
claim for La-en
-pi-a abaolut
fitful liblity for any dIsesute fo
whlen It itt recommended, and a failure i
my ease is utterly itille.ealble, °kerma. Nero
ulat Syphilis, to every stage,Chronle Rhea
▪ Running Sores, Ulcers, Swelling
&heiresses catiee.1 by Hip IMINIS100. or Carle
°visible Parasites, all angry Skin Di
nil unuatural ethscha:•;es are Immediately
•ontrolleti by La-en-pl-a and a point Ire cu
s the Inevitable result
" For seven yeani I was almost one Mots o
•orruptIon. Deep angry sores had eaten dowir
ii my hack-bone, ray hotly and limbs were
vessel with sortie, lay lips, nose and threw
rtlally destroyed by them. given up hi die
the best physlelansot Columbus. Weigh
hut eighty pounds, re-ducted to the verge.)
he grave, thought I wan dying. I then too
-cu-pt-a, nothing elite; took 20hottlea. Al
ay mores are healed and I tunas well as eve
a my life and weigh 125 pounde."
licl. M AUlll Fr HARPER,
125 W. Court St I 'OM' II Pt's, OHIO.
Sold by all druggists and dealers. UM ye
softie, ii for $5.00. Send for Dr. Hartintin'
elk. "The Ills of LIfe,"sent tree. and "Con
dentlal Physician." on receipt of 15 cents.
R. S. B. If A RTM ANA( I., Columbus, 0
Pe-ru-na, Man-a-tin and Idt-rn-pa-t are sold
at Wholesale and Retail by
H. B. GARNER, Hopkinsville, Ky.
Alif3UCKLES'
name on a package of COFFEE is a
guarantee of excellence.
• ARIOSA
COFFEE is kept its all first-class
stores from the Atlantic to the Pacifies.
COFFEE
is never good when exposed to the air.
Always buy this brand in hermetically
sealed ONE POUND PACKAGES.
ATTIRACTIONII
ti‘cr Half a 31 a liou Distributed:
CAPITAL PRIZE, $300,000.
LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY COMP'?
Incorporated in 14614 for 2.5 years 'iv the Legis-
lature for Educational and L haritafile purposes
With a capital of *1.000.000-to which a reserve
fund of over 2:40,ti0e hr. since been added.
By an overwhelin rug popular vote ita fren-
ch's: was made a part of the present State Con-
ati t ution adopted Decetuber lel. A D. 1879.
7-tti(e... .,eupe o'ml.' a) Stale.rY.e. ‘slrvo10.1 on and endorsedii) h
Its Grain! sieve Number Draw.
lags take place monthly, and the grand Semi-
Annual Drawings regularly every six tnunths
.111 tle and liect oilier
weito hereby certify that we supervise the
arrangements for all the Monthly and semi-
Annual Drawings of the couisiana State Lot-
tery t.ompauy, and in person manage and con-
trol the Drawing. themaelt ea,and that the same
are conducted with hoe...tr. fairness, ant In
good frith toward all parties. and we authorize
the
ml.sntlYr st."Ignua'et uetrhrisactraritlitinecrilit 
iwt.itahdrfacer.s
tisernents." 




We the unilersig.ne.1 IIrriiki an•I Bankers will
pay all Prizes drawn in the 1.0Ulnlatill State




P. ILAN At X,
Pree. Ntate National Hank.
A.H.411.1111A IN,
Pre.. New Orleans National Hank.
4141. KOHN,
Pre... 1 oaten Na•ional Hank
Grand Semi-Annual Drawing
in the Aestilemy of Music, New Orleans,
Titesday, December 13, 1S57.
CAPITAL PRIZE $300.000.
100,000 Ticket•at Twenty Dollars
each. Ignites 1110; Quarters
Tenths It; Twiroallethi•$1.
Lisr PRIZES,
I Capital Prize of X300,000 . 900,008




1 Large Prizes of 25,000. „
2 •• '• of 10.900
. .25 Prir.0 of
100 "
200 "
500 • " 1.2:'("004  '''''' _ 100n011)
A1 :00.Pf $1115;roiXisalMATION PRIZES.
paire:roxitita tins to
100 Prr$7,7:: if Law ap:.roxiinating to
iloo,000 Prize are ;
100 Priaat of sluo approximating to
20,000$,,u.0(0PI; tem 3:17•A 
t. 
p R• zis.
1,000 Prizes of $100 decided by $ 00,000
Prize are
toile Prizes of $lue decided0




3-.1.sa- prize. ar00.10ting to 81,055.0(9
Application tor rates to clubs should be made
only to the Once of Ms Compauy in New Or.
leans.
F Ii rther information write clearly giving
full address. Postal Notes. Express Monet Or.
dero,or New ork Exchange in (o•dinary letter.




or M. A. DAUPHIN,
Washington, D. C
Addre-- Registered Letters to
NEW ft/MEANS NATIONAL BANK,
• 
New Orleans. La.
R§IIEMBL,Dat That the presence ofr General., Heituregaril
and .arly. a h.. are in l,harge of tI.e drawings,
is a guarantee of alisolutz• fairness anti integrity,
that the chances are all equal. Il011 that no one
1.nri poasibly divine ivhat number* wilt .1raw a
Prize.
It It hi Iltinahu that the payment of Prizes
Is DCA HANTEED HY LOCH. NA.
TIONAL HANK% of New °Helens, and the
Tiekets are signed b) the President of an In-
*tau Doe whose chartered rights are recogniz-
ed in the highest Courts: herefors„ be ware of
any imitations or manly HUMP schemes.
AG We best the worl
d for low
prier.. A handsome .ad
atrengly Retold Ph.ao-
graph Album, 145
Inches. gilt sides and edge., holding i lieges of Cab-
inet and Card pictures scot for SOrenta, retail price,
111.2S. A Red Plash Plowilattespb •lbosno.
xlico Einleased padded ahhs, gold edge,. extension
this', holding 32 gm cm, of l'aldnet and Cartnictarea
mut Jur SLOP, retail.. for 113 Illuatrated IT (Alio,.
BUMFREEof the ahoy,. .6.1roma ST11211 or3seshe.*Claielawall, Okla.
CALT HOUSE,
LOUISVILLE. KY.
The Finest •nd 1.3rgeat hotel in the City.
_
No. 4, North Math Street, Hopkinsville, Ky.! Hates S2.80 141 04.00 Per Day,Itecoriling to itoonis
Thrkiesh and Russian Baths in Hotel.
CONDENSED NEWS.
Late advice, place Be fire losses
at $100,000.
Nitia Van Zsnilt is trying
herself to sleet's.
to starve
M. Mattill, one of Clarkeville'd oldest
citizens, is dead.
In Wayhe county a forest tire twenty
mileei in extent is raging.
About eighty bales of cottm were
burned in Naeltville Monday.
Secretary Whitney liaS returned to
Washington in improved health.
Knights of Labor ill Chicago will aid
be printers in their strike there.
The Cincinnati Southern railroad
shop@ will be buil' at Somerset, Ky.
An oil well at Findley. 0., Is burning.
The lose PO far is estimated at $150,000.
Col. Duncali B. Cooper, is now on the
editorial staff of the Nashville Amen-
Cato.
Cheeley Chambers, the Motion express
robber, has been released on a $10,500
bail.
John J. Littleton has been notninated
for Mayor of Nashville by the Republi-
e11118.
'rite Wisconsin Central is to spend
$1,000,000 on depot buildings at Chi-
ellif0.
it IS Kahl that ex-Latiel Commissioner
Sparks will seek all ctiou to Con-
gresse.
A fire at Mound City . lii., has des-
troyed thirty five Ion elieg.. LOSS about
$50,01,0
lit noematitig In capture a Whale Off
ProViticettia II, NI ass , three retaUell Were'
The hueihess men of Evansville are
kielitig tor a petal car from Chicago
South.
The eon' companies of the Lehigh re-
gion toe u‘icting their striking em-
ployee.
R. C Cordier has been appointed
postmaster at Mannington, Christian
couiity.
Report* state that Paradise Ridge, be-
tween here and Naeltville, is one sheet
of theme.
Statee Attorney Grinnell at Chicago
has enined a war of extermination on
bucket shops.
A strike anima; the street car drivers
at Cincinstad is in progrese and 600
RICO tire out.
The Suprente Court of New York has
refused to admit a C11111111111111 as a mem-
ber of the bar.
It is rumored that the East Tenties•see.
Virginia awl Georgia a ill build the
Midland road.
A Louisville police officer is accused
of beteg in collation with the thieves in-
festing that city.
A land elide on the Cleveland and
Pittsburg railroad a reeked a train and
killed three men.
Two colored thieves in South Carolina
were given fifty lashes each on the bare
back with a cowhide.
The I.. & N. thratened to boycott the
new etock yards in Louisville and is
sued in consequence.
J. F. Thontas fell front a midnight
freight train 'tear Albany, 0., and was
killed last Thursday.
The district lodge ot the 1. 0. G. T.,
of the Second congressional district met
ii Owensboro Tuesday.
•
Indications point to the election of
John S. Barbour to the United States
Sehate front Virginia.
A man is held at Memphis on the
charge of settiag fire to the cotton burn-
ed there Thursday night.
A deeerted wife attempted to shoot
Met husband in a Pitteburg court-room,
l'he ball grazed his cheek.
A traveling Rifleman from Chicago,
while out duck hunting in the recent
storm, froze to death in a boat.
• A snow storm prevailed in Illinois
Saturiley. At t hicago it lasted all day
and took the form of a blizzard.
Another death by an elevator has oc-
curred. A young woman In New York
was caught and crushed to death.
'1'lle *vanity of water in Louisville is
(glutting great :ticonveitiencei to people
who depend upon wells and cisterns.
The bottle! of William Warlield, near
Lexington, was destroyed by fire Sun-
day. loss, $17,000; insuratice, $10,000.
The Ziegel Brew ing COMpall) 's works
at Buhalo, N. Y., have been destroyed
by fire. Lose $150,000; insurances $100,.
000.
The myeterious death of J. F. Thorned,
which has been diaCtietted lately in
Lottieville, able due to a fail from a
train.
Secretary Lamar says lie will aacept
the nomination to the Supreme Bench if
Preeident Cleveland sees fit to tender it
LO him.
'I lie immense machine chops of the
Cincinnati Southern at 1.udlow, Ky.
burned Friday morning. Loss about
$200,000.
John J. Littleton, editor of the Na-
tional Review, Nashville, is the only
RepubliNen candidate for the nomination
for Mayor.
Fourteen men were seriously, and it Is
feared some of them fatally burned by an
explosion of gasollie lit Philadelphia
last Saturday.
Beck, Carlisle and Taulbee are the
only members of the Kentucky delega-
tion who have arrived in Washiugton
for the Cession.
The B. A. 0. load Iowan arrangement
with a syndicate of bankers tor fund.
enough to take care of the floating debt
of the company.
Forest fires near Helena, Ark., are
doing great damage, burning fences,
whole fields of cotton and everything
else in the path.
Ernest Kuhne has been arrested in
New York for threatening to kill a re-
porter who went to an anarchist meet-
ing seeking news.
Booker Weaver, the notorious negro
burglar a he recently escaped from the
penitentiary at Fratikfort, has been re-
eaptured in Louisville.
A dynamite bomb found behind the
door of a Freeport, III., church, Mon-
dpy, was so placed that the opening of
the door would explode it.
A hundred guests of the Saratoga
Hotel at Chicago were hustled out in a
scanty attire yesterday morn by the
alarm of fire. All escaped.
The name of the postoffice at Oak
Grove, Christian county, has been
changed to Hinsleyton, and C. W. Ran-
son appointed postmaster.
It is estimated that the firms of Hess,
Mayer & Co., and Heide & Wolf can
only pay about forty-two cents on the
dollar of their indebtedness.
A Pittsburg father shot his boy through
the bark because he took his mother's
part III n quarrel, and then attempted
to commit suicide, but failed.
•
•
Burglars broke into a machine shop at
Chattanooga, loaded the safe Into a cart,
carried It out into the suburbs anti broke
It open with sledge hammers.
An express car on the L. & N. road
near Rockland, a station close to Edge-
field Junction, caught lire and the car
with all its contents were destroyed.
Harvey McCarty, of Nicholasville,
one of the proprietors of the Journal at
that place, IS • candidate for door-keep-
er of the General Assembly of Kentucky.
The engagement of lion. Randolph
E. lelostyn, brother of the present Lord
Vaux, an English nobleman, to Mrs.
Stone, a Kentucky widow, le announced.
President Cleveland wauld not inter-
fere and Lee Mosier was hanged in
Wichita on fuesday. Mosier kii.ed a
man in the Italian Territory a year ago.
A young lady in Chicago was killed
by an elevator. In trying to manage it,
her head was caught between the shaft
and elevator and she was horribly man-
gled.
A sixteen-year-old bride at Macon,
Ga., suicided Sundsy. She left a letter
begging her husband not to go around
with any other girl and quit his bad
habits.
The examining trial of Robert Mc-
Creary resulted In his discharge. The
court decided that be had reasonable
groundsfo supposing that his life was
indanger.
Rev. Mr. Berry, of Wolverhampton,
England, has been formally elected as
Beeelier'e successor. But one diesent-
ing vote was cast, end that on account
of mitionality.
The Goodlamier flouring mills amid
elevator a itli 125,000 bushels of wheat,
at Fort Scott, Kan., were destroyed by
tire Saturday. Loss, $300,000; insur-
ance, $140,000.
Granby. Mo., 1114 been destroyed by
tire. About fifteen buoineets houses and
a large number of reeidences were burn-
ed. It is supposed that sparks from for-
(eel fires caused it.
Mayeville was shrouded in complete
darkness for about test minutes during
the day Saturday Smoke from forest
fires, heavy fog, snow and rain was the
supposed CaLOR).
A suit will be commenced in St. Louis
In a few days for poetic/Won of a tract of
land 200 feet wide and a mile and a half
long in the heart of the city. It I. val-
ued at $50,000,000.
Jas. Ellerson, of West Virgiiiia, who
has been falsely representing hinteelf as
a pension officer and cheating pension-
ers, has been arrested and indicted by
the United States grand jury.
A riot occurred at Jellico, a town oil
the Kentucky State line, which resulted
In the killing of three men and wound-
ing of several others. The town is full
of armed men, arid more trouble is
feared.
S. P. Stuart, a brakeman, was run
over by • train at Lexington and both
legs cruelted. He was taken to s hospi-
tal to have them amputated and died on
the operating table after the operation
was performed.
Geo. Rice has brought suit against the
Lou ieville & Nashville, Cincinnati
Sosthern and other roads, charging
them with compelling him to pay •
higher freight than is charged the Stand-
ard Oil Company.
Great fires are raging in the forests of
West Tennessee, Mississippi and Mis-
souri. Railroad trestles are being burn-
ed, fences and farm houses destroyed.
Trains delayed on the railroads. Great
destruction to property everywhere.
The State Commission has m:.de •
heavy reduction in the L. & N. and the
Short route. The real estate of the
main stem is reduced $60,126, and the
L. It N. transfer, connecting the main
stem with the short line is reduced $61,-
441111).11;d Bancroft, grand-daughter of the
historian, was married this week to a
Mr. Carroll, of Maryland. Miss Bancroft
was engeged, and the engagement an-
nounced, to a member of a foreign le-
gation, but unexpectedly married Mr.
Carroll.
A hew car heatsr has just been pat-
ented. It ie a stove enclosed in an iron
safe, Willi a door that camera in case of
accident. The door of the safe is con-
nected with the truck, end • serious so-
cident would sever the connection, wl en
a spring would close the door.
Philadelphia is after the B/rn 0.
Telegraph Company. The company
executed a bond of $50,000 with the city
for the privilege of stringing a hes, etc.
which was to be forfeited in case the
company was merged into another, and
uow the 'clty is after the $50,1300.
A Chicago party of hunters are sup-
posed to be lost in the willows, a dense
swamp in Missouri and Arkansas ex-
tending aloug the river for 100 wiles. A
search party has been organized, but the
whole swamp is a seething MICAS 01
flame*, and their took is almost hopeless.
The secretary and treasurer of the
Delaware It Chesapeake Canal Com-
pany yesterday plead guilty to the
charge of a conspiracy to defraud the
company out of about $600,000. The?'
were sentenced to eight and six years
In the Eastern penitentiary in Pettneyl-
vania. 
^-4.••
AO old quarrel his been settled in
Lexington. 'rhos. Green, of Maysville,
and Lew Baldwin, of Nicholasville, met
there Wednesday and the quarrel was
reopened. Baldwin wee killed and
Green alightly wounued in a fight with
pistols. Both were well know ii wen in
this State.
Three anonymous letters were re-
ceived at the coroner's office in Chicago
during the inquest on last Wednesday
claiming that Lingle did not coturult
suicide, but was killed by sows one In
the jail. No attention was paid them,
and the verdict was that lie came to
death by his own hand.
The Candler-Abbott-Kelley offair hale
assumed eerione proportions. The
North Alabama Conference has passed a
resolution requesting Dr. Kelly to re-
sign his potation as Missionary Treas-
urer of the General Conference. Dr. 1
Kelly does not care to speak until after
the meeting of the Board of Missions,
which is called for next Friday. Ile is
prepared to defend himself, and does not
appear in the least excited.
In Chicago a strange case has been de-
veloped. A young lady was taken very
sick and suddenly died. Before aim died
a choking sensation was felt in her
throat and a live snapping turtle was
forced up from her etornach. It was a
perfect specimen about the size of a sil-
ver half-dollar, end was supposed to
have developed from a gertu taken in-
ward by drinking the water from Lake
M jell igen.
In the tire at Tetnpkineville Ian week
1 fifteen buildings were burned, and there
I are but two business houses left standing
In the place. The cash and bonds se-
cured by the robbers who started the fire
le estimated at $25,000, and the lose on
property Is about $00,000. Win. Glaze-
brook, who lost $10,000 of the money
i stolen, offers $2,000 reward for the cap-
ture of the gang. Three men are sus-
pected, and a posse is in hot pursuit.
Telephone wires were cut.
PURISM CONMENTM,
A DX•D CICRTHWI Y.
Cincinnati Enquirer; Nothing abort
of Divine Providence can beat Cleve-
land for a second term
SAYE TILT, THANK /111•VE.N.
Little Rock Gazette: Several days
have passed since the personal reception
to Jefferson Davis In Macon, Ga., yet
no "rebel" has undertaken to setze the
government by the throat.
MA •LI. MUST BE BLIND.
New York Tribune: The [DWI who
cannot see that the Republican party
goes ieto the fight of next year with
very bright prospects, must be afflicted
with political color
-blindness.
PUT 01"T OF Pounce.
Chicago Timee: Mr. Bialie may now
pay with perfect truth that he is out Of
politics. But be would have been placed
lii a less humiliating light if be bad not
staid in until 1 WAS put out.
WHO SHALL IT BE
Little Rock Gazette: The succeseful
party next year will carry New York.
This fact may simplify the work of the
Republicans ti their national conven-
tion. Any nomination will be defeated,
the one question being, who shall be led
to the slaughter?
TO 1111010111 DIAR.
Cincinnati Times-Star: In the popu•
lar memory the fact retnrine-and due
importance is attached to it-that two
western condidates have carried New
York, since the war, and that the only
eastern candidate of the party, Mr.
Blaine, lost New York.
FACT STRONGER "I II•N THEORY.
Colutnbus Knquirer-Sun : The success
of the colored fair in Athens speak') more
for the condition of the negro race in the
Sethi than any howling bloody•sitirter
Call. The eucceseful exposition insets
imagination with facts, arid facts are
stronger titan mere theory.
JI"PT %RAT HE HAS.
Cincinnati Enquirer: Presideht 4 'I've-
land says to Commioaloner Sparks that
he is a very great, and a very true, and
a very noble man; but at the sante time
he accepts his reeiguation. The story
begins to float around the mimicry that
the President possesses political sagac-
ity.
ralocen TO KILL ANI" MAN.
Cincinnati Times-Star: The doctors
are not agreed as to the condition of the
throat of the Crown Prince. They are
wrangling over it like a lot of jackals
over apiece cif meat. It is possible that
if they would fly at their own throat and
let that of Unser Fritz alone he would
get well.
TRUPI78 AND POOLS.
Pittsburg Dispatch: Without fight-
ing over the old question about the
tariff, it is worth while to remark that
the scheme of preventing the public
from getting the full benefit of home
competition in protected industries, by
means of "trusts" and pools, is the
surest way of breaking down the tariff.
JUitt 110W IT Is.
Birmingham Chronicle : it will be ob-
served that as Northerc capitalists come
in shoals to view the South, the Demo-
ceatic party grows stronger. It will not
be forgotten that no Northern man, gave
a candidate for the presidency or some
tool of that candidate, who visits the
South, waves the Woody shirt on his re-
turn.
GIVE MAX A CHANCE.
Chicago Tribune: Clara Louis* Kel-
logg should not hesitate to add the name
of Strakoetit to her other three names.
She can do so without extinguishing her
own pereonality or imparing her pro-
fessional prospects. And in his double
capacity of huaband and manager, Mr.
Strakoeich is clearly entitled to honorable
mention.
• CHANGE Nt•DED.
Hartford Courant: 'Piens ought to be
@mite other method of treating the exe-
cution of infamotie criminal@ than that in
vogue, which allows them to parade as
heroes and martyrs, and thus tends to
educate the children of the criminal
classes into the belief that next to being
a successful train robber is to die "game"
on the gallows.
A CHANCE FOX 110081ERS,
Inellanapolle Journal : If New York
ceases to be the pivotal state Indiana
may become PO. It the republicans are
likely to lose the former they must car-
ry the latter or they are gone. This
brings Indiana to the front. It looks
now as if this might become the battle-
ground in 185e. Indiana and Connecti-
cut can elect the president.
PLENTY OF TIMM 1.0051.
Detroit Frees Press: An occasional
partisan idiot is trying to make political
capital out of the Anarchists tragedy by
comparing the uttetances of the men
who were hanged last week with the
stupid gush at the South over Jeff Davis.
It is necessary, perhaps, that there
should be asses at the North to offset
those at [lie South,
NO TIME TO BE LOST.
New York Star: It seems essentia-
that the Democratic plan of tax reduc-
tion should be formulated within the
next three weeks. The preliminary
work must be substantially accomplished
before Thanksgiving, in order that the
adminietration bill may be completed in
detail by Treasury experts before the
meeting of Congress.
111•T RILL SETT LE IT
Louisville Tinier : I fJ udgel'hurnian
and Gen. Jackson would Inert on the
border, say ernnewhere in the neighbor-
hood of the mint-beds of the bluegrass
region, and set down with a bottle of
tett-year-old Bourbon between them,
some big yellow lemons in sight and a
bowl of sugar and a pan of cracked ice
near by there would be nothing further
heard of their differences.
REM CIE THE TAX.
New York star: The Democracy and
the country have, on the issue of sur-
plus taxation and the tariff, had ample
illecuesion of reaming. They have heard
enough of "pauper labor," "infant in-
dustries," "home and foreign inarketa,"
"lichiental protection," diversified in-
dustries," "aid to workingmen," and all
the rest of it. The sum of federal taxes
Is too big, and Use Democracy- wish the
sum reduced.
Ii WILL RE 8111..11M•N.
Memphis Appeal: The Ohio Republi-
cans are as assertive as they are incorri-
gible. They have won the right to did
tale the next Republican presidential
nomination, and they will enforce it.
Sherman will be the nominee, and with
his defeat the end of the Republican
party will come, for in November of
next year the people of the whole
United States will declare, as the people
of New York have declared, that the
War Is over and the time for revenue re-
form has come.
80 SAT WE ALL.
Columbus Enquirer-Sun: Boston had
the pleasure of witnessing a tight be-
tween two light-weight boxers. After
they had fought four lioure, the tight
was postponed to a later date. One of
these men avowed the determination to
worry the other until he was exhausted
and then murder itiru in the ring. It la
to be hoped that when they meet again
that he will succeed and be hanged for
It. At would be a pity to hang a man
for so slight an offense, botany pretense
that can be used for ridding the world
of euch fellows ought not to be neg-
lected.
• COLLAPSED 'AtNOBAG.
New York Evening Sun: The result
of the recent election not only gave the
Democratic party a glorious victory, but
rid it of the pestilent Mugwump influ-
ence a hich has been a nauseating drug
during the past three years. It hail
puffed itself to melt inflation chit It
sincerely believed that the Democratic
party could win no victory unless it was
In the box driving things, as the Boston
Herald put it. The inflated windbag
was picked Meet:lay, and it I. to-day as
lifeless and flabby as Rider Haggard'a
"She" after the charmed light of ages
shone upon her a second time. Even
President Cleveland, whom the egotists
regarded as their High Priest, flung
himself free of them In the heal of the
fray. In a crucial, moment the Mug-
wumpe came, saw and tumbled-and
oh, what a sprawl it wee-into the arms
of Bobs Platt and sub-Boss Hiscock !
she wind is out of the bag and it will
take lots of blowing to puff it up again.
Meanwhile the Democratic party will go
on its Way la if nothing had dropped.
• SETTLED SYSTEM RIcit'IRZLi,
New Orleans Picayune: It must strike
every thoughtful observer of Congress-
ional proceedings as • remarkable and
unfortunate tact that a measure of such
great and general importance should be
cubjected every year to chance in which
the odds are often in favor of utter fail-
ure. It Is time, and high time, for the
general Government to establish Kante
definite and consietenepolicy in regard
to the improvement of rivers and harbors
which will not be subject to the varying
whims and political exigencies of • pop-
ular body from year to ,year. By this
time some comprehensive principles of
permanent applicability Ought certainly
to have been atscertained. It is a shame
that public interests of the first Impor-
tance should be placed annually in jeop-
ardy. The general principle that it is
the duty of the general Government to
secure the safety and necessary depth of
important harbors and the navigable-
nese of the great water highways of the
nation is now unquestioned: but beyond
that single principle we hese not made
the least advance.
60011 LUCK FOR MOST.
Chicago Herald: The indictment and
arrest of Johann Most is an act of mercy
to him. Were the man allowed to lead
his disciples to crime In New York,
nothing would save him afrom the gal-
lows, and the pity of mankind would
vainly be solicited to save him, lie
convinced August Spies that it was wise
and sale to defy society. 'l'o him Par-
sons wrote for "medicine." Without
MosCe presence in English-speaking
countries, it is not likely the massacre
would have occurred in Desplaines
street, or the expiation have cast a pall
over the nation on Nov. 11. He 18 old
In sin, while the disciples were young
who suffered for the eine he had taught
them. lie was a fortunate man before
he was put behind the gratings. He is
still favored by the stars. In jail he is
in ro danger. Outside he is in contin-
ual peril. He is the one man despised
of all men. There is for him the univer-
sal feeling that fell on Guiteau. There
is no civilized country that will harbor
him. Let him, for his own good, rest
in prison, where fatal accusations of
murder will not be apt to plague him.
PEOPLE IN GLASS HOUSES.
Cleveland Plaindeater: "Republicans
talk about votes being 'suppressed' in
Georgia. Look at New Hampshire and
Connecticut. The Democratic candidates
for Governor in those States often get
the most votes, but are not inaugurated
because a Republican Legislature ger-
rymariders the State and by unequal
representation, not based upon popula-
tion but upon arbitrary boundaries,
elects • Republican Legislature which'
choose the Governor when he has not a
majority over all. The Democratic cit-
ies of New Haven, Bridgeport and Wa-
terbury, in Connecticut, with over 200,-
000 people, are permitted by the Repub-
lican gerrymander to 'elect only eight
members of the Legislature, while thir-
ty-one towns elect forty-six Republicans.
Here is a 'suppression' of Democrats by
a rascally Republican trick. It is a
tratid, only less glaring than that which
counted in Hayes and disfranchised the
popular and electoral vote of the 1, nion
In 1s76. Senator John Sherman was
the chief couspirator in that 'suppres-
sion' of the voice of the people."
1HE REWARD Or BRAVIAT.
New York Times: The Democrats of
New York had the sagacity to see that
now was the time, and this State the
arena, its which to tight for the princi-
ples of revenue ref,orm. They put that
principle clearly, definitely into their
platform, and they have met their pro-
tectionist opponents at every point on
this issue. They have won a signal vic-
tory, and they will go from their battle
Item.', before the majority of their party
in the House, and demand that thie same
fight shall be made in the national elec-
tions next year. The majority must lis-
ten to them. The logic of thconteet
and its splendid result can not be ignored
A revenue-reform bill on the lines
laid down by the New York Democrats
must pass the House before adjourn-
ment, and the party, with a New York
candidate, backed by the triumph in his
own State, muet go to the country on
that issue. For the first time since the
war closed there is a fair prospect that a
square national vote will be had on the
most important of national questions.
This is all that is needed to secure, at
least, tile reforte which the interests of
the country so plainly require.
CONSERVATIVE TARIFF Snoes.
Philadelphia Times: The action of
the Democrats in New York obviously
calling a halt On the party drift toward
free trade has much to do with the vic-
tory the Democracy achieved in the Em-
pire state. When the battle °tiered,
Tammany Hall made the deliverance
that "free trade is not and never haa
been a principle of the Democratic par-
ty," and since the election leading mem-
bers ot the State orgauization have
openhd correspondence with Carlisle,
Morrison and others to impress them
with the vital truth that the suspicion 01
free trade theories in revising the tariff
would be fatal to the party in New York.
There is only one sentiment among the
people on the subject of reducing the
surplus, and • large majority aesire con-
servative tariff revision; but an over-
whelming majority of the people of the
ivhole country desire that incidental pro-
tection to all our general productive in'
•dustries /than be maintained on the just
basis of the difference in the wages of
labor here and abroad. Beyond that
point, all protection is monopoly: retort
of that point, all tariff revision is oa the
theory of free trade, and no party can
or should live in tide country that does
not unequivocally protect our home la-
bor.
lhey Will Nut De It.
Those who once take Dr. Pierce'e
"Pleasant l'urgative Pellets" will never
consent to use any other cathartic. Thee
are pleasant to take and mild in their
operation. Smaller than ordinary pills
and inclosed in glue vials; virtues un-
impaired. By druggists.
••• ()A;
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A GREAT NEED.
A question is now being agitated in
Hopkinsville which should receive the
attention of every citizen who has the
welfare of tbe city at heart-that of
water-works. There le no denying that
they are needed badly, and the longer
action is delayed, the worse it may be
for us. We have here a growing city of
7.000 people, and they are dependent for
water upon wells, springs and .:Isterns.
Our manufacturing eetablishments are
dependent for their supply upon wells,
and as for putting out fires, we get it
where we can. With a good system of
water-works, there would be none of
thie crying for water in case of drouth
such se we are now passing through,
and there would be protection in case of
fires. This question was agitated some
two or three years ago, but nothing ever
came of it, anti now the city will have
another chans!e to place herself in the
line of progression. Hopkineville is
well situated for the succeseful operation
of a system, and the only thing lacking
is to arouse the energy of the people.
About one-fourth of a mile east of the
business center is a high knoll, splendid-
ly adapted for the building of a reser-
voir, and of sufficient height to give&
good pressure. The water from the two
little rivers will furnish an abundant
supply, of a much better quality than
that used by cities on the Cumberland
river. Then there are strong Indications
that au underground supply that is ex-
haustless has been found right in the
city. A cry has been raised that we
could not procure enough water, and
what we did have was unfit tor drinking
purpose:. The water in the river is
never stagnant, aud as suggested, should
the bed of the river be cleaned and dam-
med, and water allowed to run constant-
ly through, it would be of as good a
quality as used by our neighboring
citiee. And shouhl the underground
supply prove unfailing, then its purity
cannot be questioned. The benefit the
people would receive would be fowl-
mable. Better protection from fire
would be guaranteed, a system of street-
sprinkling would be inaugurated that
would save hundreds of dollars damage
to merchants from soiled goods, water
for bouse purpoees could be had at little
expense, lawns sprinkled, fountains
erected, manufacturing establishments
furnished at less coat than now, and a
thousand other benefits would be de-
rived. Another gain would be made in
insurance. With a good system to bet-
ter guarantee protection, the rates
would be decre..sed from one-fourth to
one-half per cent. and that alone would
almoet buy them in twenty years Bet-
ter build them before we are again
burned our, than after. In the great
fire of lea, the people lost on property
by fire the sum of $250,000 In 1883,
are destroyed near $125,000; and in 1884
equally as much. Here is • sum of
000,000 represented in tbe tire loud of
three years. On that, there was about
$200,000 insurance. This leaves a clear
loss of $300,000. With a good system of
works, would it not have been poseible
to tave errested this conflagration ere
such a loos was entailed? This is
for only three years, and yet the loss
by the people would have built half a
dosen systems. Who can say that an-
other such a tire may not occur any
day ? Is there any reason to suppose
that we may not again have our beauti-
ful little city laid in ashes? The sum
saved to the people in insurance
alone in twenty years time at a half per
cent. decrease would be $128,000 in the
whole city, Perhapa that is high; cut
it down to one fourth per cent, and we
have $64,000. Again reduce it to the
lowest poseible estimate, one
-eighth per
cent, which is far below the actual sav-
ing, and we have left $32,000. This
sum would be actually saved to the cit-
iltens Hopkinavil.e in twenty years'
time on this one thing-nes rly enough
to buy a system outright. hen again,
the saving. on flre losses would be large.
No estimate can be placed on that. No
citizen cares to build unless he haa some
protection from loss. With a good
system at our command, much better
terms could be made with foreign capi-
taliste for the erection of manufacturing
establishments., Another reason is that
it gives the city the name of being stir-%
ring and progreeeive, and people always
seek such places to locate. No town
which can bout of little progression is
sought by the capitalist to invest his
money. l'he cry will be raised of enor-
mous taxation. That we are burdened
to death now, and can not afford anoth-
er cent increase. That the first question
a man asks about a place ia what are
your taxes? Yes, and the next is, are
you progreaeive, growing, stirring?
You have a debt upon your shoulders
of say $35,000, which is a little above the
ainouro, which will be redeenied upon
maturity, and that it soon. You have
agreed to pay $100,000 to a railroad,
when completed, arid you say you can-
not poesibly contract for anything else.
Let us see. The comicg of the railroad
will advance property, reduce fre'ghta
enough to pay your debt, and brieg
an influx of people sufficient to per-
ceptibly decrease the tax-preseure, as
they will bear a part of the burden.
You have a tax, State, county and city,
of ;2.65 now ; your railroad bonds will
increase that tax nearly 15 cents; that
makes it $2.80. Now, suppose an addi-
tional debt of 00,000 is added, it will on-
ly bring it up about 7% cents. You say
thet is exiaorbittnt; you cannot pay It.
Tlaen you must consider that all of this
inowey is given away, and that no bone-
consideration the fact that the railroad
will lesson your freight ratee, increase
the value of your property, bring people
here, and what naturally follows them-
manufactories? Do you not take into
consideration our gain insurance
and your saving by better protection by
Are hal Well 41 thy good reaulting from
increased manufacturing facilities.
These things should be put in the col-
umn alongside of your burdensome tax-
es, and see h it is what. Do you ex-
pect your town to grow utiles* you help
it? Do you want to have ten dollars in
your hand before you let uue go? Do
you expect to melte money unless you
spend it? -Nothing rieke notiiiiig
gained," should be your motto. This is
a need which cannot be ignored. If you
do, you do it at a great coat. Some ac-
tion should be taken and the sooner the
better. Let the subject be thought orer,
diecussed, looked into, arid a meeting of
citizetie be held. Let suggestious be
made, awl plans originated. Delay is
dangerous. You du not fear how, be-
cause y ou do not see the danger. You
will awakle when it may be too late.
PUBLIC IS PRIVATE GOOD.
The City Council in voting down the
proposition submitted by the New York
firm, stated that they believed it would
be a good thing for llopkiusville to have
• syetem of water-works, but that the
city could not atord to build them
at present. That she needs them, they
all admitted; that she ought to have
them, they all agreed; that they would
be of great benefit, they all said, and
that she won't get them, they are all
unanimous. It i* not the purpose of the
New Elt• to champion this system, or
that system, or ally other system in par-
ticular, but a system. The propoeition
just rejected, was a good one in many
respects, but the annual tax would be a
little too heavy. It would possibly be
best that the city build its own works
and issue bonds in payment. Then she
would enjoy the revenue derived from
the use of water by the eitisens. But
that is not the question that the NEW
Kite wielise to discus@ at present. The
dret object is to impress upon the people
the neceseity gett`ng them in some
way; that this taxation bug-a-boo is not
so black as it would be painted. Other
cite* DO larger than Hopkinsville have
these advantage., and they do not seem
to be crushed with their burdens. On
the contrary, ttey seem to be thriving
and grosieg tat on them. It is sug-
gested that they have more taxable
proptrty, that they are wealthier, and
can better afford to build them. How
came they so, and what brought the
wealth into Weir laps? Progression,
enterprise and a tendency to puah.
They saw the needs, they reeognized the
benefit* these things would confer upon
their town, they showed -to the outside
world that they were up with the times
mid intended to keep up, and the result
was that investors came, and with them
capital that made their city wealthy and
able to take snore strides in the onward
march. What has been the making of
such cities as Kansas City, Chicago and
Minneapolis? At one time they were
struggling vil lages. If their citizens
had then said, "We can't afford to take
the risk; we must wait, and these things
will come as a natural consequence
when we get older and have a larger
population," would they have been
where they are to-day? No, sir; they
would have been unknown. But they
did not ; they went to work with energy,
they recognized the fact that public
good was private good, and that money
expended in putting their towns on an
equality or above thoee surrounding
made them the center of attraction and
served to draw thither people who were
seeking place/ to locate. Just eo wit))
Hopkinsville. Give her these advan-
tages, these improvements, these needs;
show this same public spirit, this pluck,
this energy, this capacity to grasp and
overcome difficuleies, and she, too, will
boom in a manner surprising to you.
The right spirit hae been manifested in
granting this subsidy to the new rail-
road. It will be ot vast benefit to us in
every way. It will serve to attrsct here
people, who will buy the vacant proper-
ty aret nd, and thus increafte the city's
population anti wealth. It will cheapen
freight ratee, increase trade, and allow
bettv prices to be paid for produce.
Now take another step and give her a
further push.
It is not the intention of the NEW EK•
to question the motives of the City
Council In refusing to accept this prop-
osition, nor that they considered the
grounds were sufficient for so doing. It
is not the purport to doubt that they
were honest in their convictions as to
the inability of the city to take upon
itself a further burden. They may and
doubtless do believe that further taxation
even though it benefit ever so lugely
the whole population in the end, would
be an injury to our future prosperity.
But the question is, do not the people
generally favor the building of water-
works ia some way,-and do they propose
to be guided by the will of the people?
If a msjority of tax-payers are oppooed
to this, then the council le right, and the
Nsw ERA will say amen. Further, It
will commend their coarse in the highest
terms. If they do favor it, and the
council will not follow their wishee,
then somebody should be elected who
will.
THE SIDE ISSUES.
It. is safe to predict that the labor
movement will not have much effect
npon the contest in 1888. There are
several reasons that may be given for
this. New York is their principal
stronghold, and there the movement has
loat its power to do mischief. The
Labor party in New York gained its
votes mainly from the lower order of
workingmen, who could readily be made
to believe the rose-colored theories
advaneeil hg their leaders, simply be-
cause they were rase-colored, and be-
cause they had not tense enough to see
that they were but the inetruments in
the hands of an unprincipal fool. The
workingmen as a rule, is always ready
to take ruesertion for fact, if the
assertion is pleasant, and promises any-
thing which brings him an easier life.
In New York there ire a large elemeht
who are always on the alert to join any
movement that is revolutionary in na-
ture, and this element, as a matter of
course, docked to the standard of Henry
George. Thie cies' consists of the
lowest order, are migratory in nature,
and are never satisfied unless they are
engaged in some plot to overthrow gov-
ernment, damage private corporation,
or hinder the workings of those who are
content to labor. This class composed
the rank and file of the Labor vote in
New York city in this last election.
In the election of 1886 there were
many who voted for George, believing
in his ideas and arguments, who in the
recent election returned to their old
parties sadder, but wiser men. They
had had time to reflect and see for them-
selves how untensble were his theories,
and that they had been only the mearis
to the end for his selfish purposes. It
was this class that cut down his vote In
the late contest.
Then again, it is charged that the
Republicans furnished the money to
carry on this cotnpaign with the view of
defeating the Democratic party. If this
be true and there is strong evidence that
it is, they are undoubtedly too sick to
try It again. What with bad and setts/e-
lm management on the part of the agi-
tators, which reeulted in driving away
the better class, and the fact that a large
number of their party deserted and
be inclined to further support the move- I
went next year. Without money none
of these agitators ss iii take up the work
of organizttion, for this is and has been
the chief power from the beginning.
For these reasons and from the fact that
every day orings back to the old parties
deserters, is conclusive evidence that
in 1888 the Labor party in New York
will be almost nil.
Prohibition, ou the other IMO, beeline
to be gaining strength with each year.
The principles that underly its teach-
ings appeal to the myinpathy and it
genie as fast as the Labor movement
bee*. Its leaders conic trout the very
best class ot people and are men attic
highest intelligence end rank. They
work as eteutatically, each district hay-
log a colt Vatsit g committer, an,1 un-
der general supervision. their gains
in the past may be taken as an evidence
of their future, next year they will be
es an important a factor in the election
as they have in this. in 1878 they only
had 4,294 votes, while four years later
they had increased to 25,783. In le84
they polled 34,702, mid in 1886, 36,437
This year they n lied up about 55,000
votes. Should this increeee be contin-
ued, or even should the vute retuaiu the
game, the defeat of the Republican party
there is assured beyond a gustation of
doubt, as the largest percentage of their
votes conies from the Republican ranks.
On the whole, taking iuto considera-
tion the fleet both side Issuee will have
on the contest In New York next year,
the Demcorate have good cause for re-
juicing. The strength of the Labor par-
ty is waning, thereby they are rein-
forced by the returu of thoutands of
voters; the Prohibition party is gaining
strength, slid as a consequence weak-
enieg tie Republicans.
TENNESSIIK POLITICS.
The question which is now agitating
the minds of Tennessee eolitecians is
what aort of a factor will prohibition
be in the next election. Were it an off
year there is /ittle doubt but that it
would be a very important one, and
that the temperance element could dic-
tate its own terms to the two great par-
ties. But taking into consideration that
the next is a presidential election, and
that on such occasions, as a general
rule, all side ignites are put by and local
questions held over, it may be poesible
that little or DO influence on the vote
will be felt from this element. But,
yet among ha leaders there are thole.
who hold that a goodly proportion of
ita followers will vote the Prohibition
ticket under any and all circumstances.
This is questioned. It is not denied
that were this only a State election that
a vast majority of its followers would
stand by their leaders and their prinui.
plea and vote a straight temperance
ticket, but that they would do so in a
presidential contest is not to be expect-
ed. 'fhey all know that their votes
would be thrown away on a Prohibi-
tion candidate, and besides that the feel-
ing of loyalty to party is much stronger
in national than State flatters. A Dem-
ocrst or Republican who would
forsake his party and vote for
prohibition in a lostal election,
would desert the principle apd re-
turn to his allegiance in general elec-
tion. At least this rule will hold good
so far as conoeme the majority of voters.
Yet, prohibitionists will wield a powerful
influence iu State matters in Tennessee,
for they hold the balance of power. In
the recent election the vote polled by
this element was 117,000, about 45 per
cent. of the whole vote of the State, and
its strength was drawn from both par-
ties. Of course, the negroes all, or a
large majority, voted anti, and they con-
stitute the larger wing of the Republi-
can party. Blaine received in 1884, 124,-
090 votes in the State, of this number
probably 70,000 were negroes. It is es-
timated that of the 75,000 negro voters,
about 63,000 may be counted on to vote
anti. This will take 10,000 votes from
the ranks of the Republicans, reckoning
that amount as prohibitionists. Of the
remaining 54,000 Republicans, fully 40
per cent, are on record as voting for pro.
hibition. This will leave a nucleus of
about 73,000 still in the Republican
ranks, counting negroem.
Cleveland's vote in 1884 was 133,270.
In the last election it is estirna•ed that
nearly 60 per cent. of the Democrats
voted for prohibition. This would' leave
about 63,000 men in the Democratic
ranks. Thus it will be peen that the
temperance people in Tennessee have
the balance of power, aud the party
which makes the best promises will be
the winning one. The prohibitionists
of the State declare that unless one of
the parties adopt a strong prohibition
platform that they will run a ticket of
their own, aud should they, then comes
the question as to who will come out Oil
top.
AS OTHERS SEE US.
The Courier-Journal, after copying a
portion of an article in the New ERA,
Says :
"Hopkinsville has seven thousand in-
habitude, and, the NEW Eit• thinks,
should have a system of water-works.
The handsome capital of the rich county
of Christian has had a fiery experience,
and it is rather singular that there should
be any opposition to a movement that
promises so much in the matter of pro-
tection from eonliagrations, to say noth-
ing of the comforts Kriging from a good
syetem and pure water."
It must seem rather strange when the
wealth of our town is taken i n to coueider-
ation, the bitter experience she has suffer-
ed, the great benefita tha$ would be de-
rived both as to public and private good,
that the capital of the riehest county in the
State should be so far behind sister cities
without one-fourth of her amount of
business. It does not redound to her
credit that it le so, neither will it be a
favorable recommendation to those seek-
ing a place to invest capital.
A live turtle has been found in • Chi-
cago girl's stomach, developed from a
germ swallowed in drinking water.
This is a serious business. When one
can't take a drink of water without run-
ning the risk of raising a crop of turtles,
or crabs, or perhaps water-dogs, with a
young eel or two thrown in as a oornfor-
ter in one's stomach, then it is high time
to stop it. One might put up with a
few bees or troot or a school of win-
nows, or on a stretch a catfish or two,
but we draw the line at turtles. A live,
kicking, scratching, hard shell, crooked
beak, hold-on-till-itethunders turtle is
stretching the line a little too far, and
we protest. Prohibition may be • good
thing if one wants to start a private deli
pond, but Kentuckians prefer fish ponds
on their farms. Henceforth no water
goes.
The merits of the compromise sug-
gested by Mr. Carlisle to the protection-
ists forcibly presents Reel( to the think-
ing people of the country. He thinka
that the reduction should not be In ex-
cess of $70,000,000 arid of that about $50,
000,000 of custom duty should be taken
from articles that are common!) used
by the people of this country-the neces-
saries-and the other $20,000,000 taken off
the tax on manufactured tobseco, leav-
ing that on cigars and cigarettes the
same. He opposes reducing the tax on
sugar and whiskey.
Several newspapers over the State
are *glutting the question of extending
the term of office of Sheriff to four
years. We see no reason why it should
not be done, as all other offiers in the
county Are held four years aud the Sher-
iff is eligible for two terms as the law
now stands -Madisonvide Timee and
News.
There is one little reaeon that seems
to have been overlooked by the Times
and New., and that is that ft le one of
the constitutional laws of the State that
a sheriff shall only serve for a term of
-se
It's a bum city that can't get up two
or three bou.b scares now-a-days.
The Nashville American is dig:Awing
therWonisies Suffrage question With Clic
W. C. T. U.
In twenty years' time the saving on
Insurance alone would bur a system oi
water-works.
A Kentucky editor writes an article
on "How to Be Nobody." It is well
written, too, mid that editor knows* hat
he Is talking shout.
There's nothing like progresaion. A
town or city that has the name of being
a live, thrifty, get-up-and-get place with
all modern improvements arid L'011vetilen-
ces, ales).* Fought by the capitailet
as a good place to luvert his ueeiry.
Who ever heard of a capitalist being
driven away from a place on account of
high takes? And yet how many have
you heard of who sill leave anti seek
other places, because there are so iew of
the conveniences in the plave %here
they live.
No man deities that we treed a Nye en,
of water-works, arid need them badly.
Then why not have them? There would
be nothing out of your pocket in twenty
years by the trade, and you would have
a better protection against present and
future loss.
Where would othr beatitliul city be it)
a few hours should a colidegration once
start now, when everything is so dry ?
Could your one engine supply water
enough from the few cisterns to stay it?
Would not a fire plug on every corner
answer to better purpoee?
One more for our president. A lot of
real estate speculators sent to the presi-
deut and Mrs. Cleveland • deed to a lot
in St. with the hope of getting a
boom started by the prestige thus ob-
tained. He kindly refuee. to accept,
and sends back to the owners a quit-
claim deed to the property.
The efforts of the Evansville Tribune
at High Art are very commendable,
showieg that that lively journal will
not be scooped. The New
Eire would turn ite artist
looie, but for the rut that he is being
saved up for the campaign, and fears
that if allowed to spread himself now he
might not be able to work when needed
worst.
A new publication has come before the
country in the form of a monthly jourual
callled "Woman's Work," published at
Athens, Ga., for fifty cents per year.
It is devoted to the curie of women in
whatever capacity they may appear.
It is to be nun-sectarian as well as non-
political, and propoeee to work for the
elevation of the sex. The first number
is filled with reading matter of a high
type, and the appearance of the paper is
in accord with its contents. May it live
loug, accomplish great good, and reap
the success Its mission deserves.
At the Opera.
The Gilbert-Huntley Company will
be the attraction at the Opera house all
next week. On the opening night will
be presented Tillotson', beautiful drama,
entitled Nowell's." The Frankfort
News has this to say :
The Gilberts had a magnificent house
again lain night and the large audience
wee more than delighted at the manner
in which "Queens" was presented. The
piece was superbly mounted and the
wardrobe simply elegant. Miss Gilbert,
of course, was the same handsome end
brilliant actreas that has pleased our
people ea often. In each of her dual
roles last night she was grand. Mr.
Huntley as "Lord Waiter" deserves
more than a passing notice). He made
the beet hit since he was introduced to a
Richmond audience. Clint Ford as
"John Henry Wilkins" also Waa very
good. The orchestra with this company
le a splendid one, rendering all the latest
music in • perfect manner and drawing
upon themselves frequent encores.
Wkes Baby was sick, we gave her Cs' sherts,
Whoa ahe wee a Child, Mae ened for Castor*
Wlen she became Mies, she claag Is Carters,
Miss she had Clrlana, see gave tam Cataerls,
Ferest Fires fa Christian.
For the paat few days destructive
forest fires have been raging in and
about Chriatian county. Early Satur-
day morning the city was enveloped in
heavy clouds of smoke, making it im-
possible to see but little distance. A
heavy wind prevailed all Saturday and
Sunday, causing the fires to spread
rapidly. On the Greenville road, north
of Pond river, much damage is reported.
About Bennettatown, Lafayette, Crof-
ton, Cuky, Fairview and other places,
fires are burning. A tew miles north-
east of Crofton tlmusands of feet of
timber have b..en burned. Barns fences
and outhouses have been destroyed in
the McKnight neighborhood. Around
Leayette the damage to fences and
timber has been great. Wm. Crews lost
150 panels of fence, and a number of
others have suffered. The Flat Lake
bottoms are on fire aud the flames
spreading rapidly.
Syrup a Figs
Wanufacturee only by tbe California Fig
Syrup Co., San Francisco, Cal., Is Na-
ture's Own true Laxative. It is the
most easily taken and the moot pleas-
antly effective remedy known to cleanse
the system when bilious or costive; to
dispel headaches, colds and fevers; to
cure habitual constipation, indigestion,
etc. For kale in 50 cents and $1.110 bot-
lea by H. B. Garner. Hopkinsville, Ky.
As Evealag With Longfellow.
Tbe Lotus Literary Society of Bethel
Female College observed "Longfellow's
evening," last Friday niglit, in the
college parlor. A number of friends
were preseet, arid the occasion preyed
most enjoyable. After an opeeing duet
by M Isace Jeri Richardson and Fannie
Rust, Miss 0 lie Allsneworth read an
interesting sketch of the life and works
of the great American poet. Miss Porter
Lowery recited the ''Wreck of the Hos-
peruse with charming effect, and "Stay
at Home My Heart aud Rost" was sung
In fine voice by Miss Richardson. The
Paraphrase of "Miles Standish," by
Him Laura Baskett, was quite a liter-
ary triumph, and "Paul Reviere's Ride"
was given with excellent dramatic effect
by M les Sallie Rust. Miss Fan•le Rust
sang "The Rainy Day," In a sweet,
sympathetic voice. Mr.. John 0. Rust
read a short historical account of the
"Wayside Inn" which was of unusal in-
terest to the young etudents of the poet.
The exercises citified with • beautiful
arrangement of Nearer, My God, to
Thee" sung with much feeling and pa-
thee by Miss Mamie Aiken. Rev. J. N.
Prestridge tben delivered a lecture on
"Ueelesa Studies," which, said the
speaker, were the most useful studies-
Poetry, Art and Music. The address
was chaste, beautiful, impressive.
Altogether the young ladies of Bethel
Female College have never spent a more
pleasant evening. They will next study
Oliver Wendell Holmes and will con-
clude their investigations with a lecture
on this distinguished character by Dr.
W. M. Fuqua.
Colic.
Persons, and especially children, are
subject to this agonizing complaint,
which often comes on suddenly in the
night and without any previous warning.
Simmons Liver Regulator should always
be at hand. A single dose will general-
ly allay the pain. It never falls in giv-
ng relief, It is harmless, and. can be
given with safety to a child of the ten-
r le b H. B. Garner.
A BIBLE READING, NO. 7.
--
Tbe Church, That Which ir "Called
out."
The church, "the assembly," "(Nike
out" bf the worie. Ths• which "Christ
inveil Kiel gave ltilitetel for it, that he
might preeent it to pintail( a 'shirking
ehurch; hely ami ititotit blemish."
elhe "'Fee G
through the Spirit," that, Cultist hinaselt
is building as lie sate "%hoe this rock
(the confriesion diet he le the lirlot the
son of the living God 1 will tined my
ehurch, and the gates of Hell ehall not
prevail against it." Built ot "I.viiig
stones, upo Christ" himself "th liviug
stone, choose' of God arid preelotie,"
"unto a 'gentled house, holy priest
hoed to off r up spiritual eacrifices,
acceptable to God by Jesus Christ ; ' "a
chosen (elect) genenition a royal ',sleet
hood, an holy nation, • prettier people;
to show forth the prsiaes of Him whe
hate called you out of darktreas hito
marvelotto light!" WHO! in time pair
were not a people, but are how tie-
people of God "
The church "bui t upoe the totted ',-
don of the Apostles and prophet-.
Jesus Chriat himself beleg the cheer
climien stone, in whom ell the buildiee
fitly trained together groweth teem all
holy temple iii•the "acoonling a.
he bath clioseti us hi Idiu befere die
foundation of the world that we should
be holy and without blame before him
In love!" "and hath piit all theists
under hie feet, mei gave hitu to he the
head over all things to the church which
is his body, the Meteor of him that de-
ath all in all!" "to the intent that now
unto the principalities and powers in
heavenly plaors might be made known
by the church the manifold wiedom of
God." "'re whom be glory in the
church by Christ 'haul throughout all
ages, world without mei. Amen."
And duet "the ()leach" speaking the
truth in love may grow up term him in
all things, which is the head, even
Christ, from a horn the whole body fitly
joined together, and compacted *by that
which every j iiiit supplieth according to
the effectual working In the measure ot
every part, usaketit itioreaee of the body
unto the eeifyitig of itself love."
"The church, the hotly of Cliriet, made
up or many members," for by one spirit
are we all biptised into one body, for
now are we the body of Christ, and
members In particular, "that all the
members should have the same care for
one another." As the head Christ said
to Saul "shy persecutest thee me?"
The church; in the abaence of Christ
light of tee world, the salt of theearth,"
"a little flock, to whom it is the Father's
good pleesure to give the Kingdom."
"Strangers and pilgrims in the earth
for here we have no continuing city, but
we look for one to crime." "Holy
brethren partskers of the heavenly
calling" "scattered, as are God's earthly
people, the Jews, "in the woild, but not
of it," known by an unfailleg test, as
their leader, said "By this shall all men
know that ye are my disciples, if ee
have love one to •noteer," who pray
the Lord of the harvest to send forth
laborers into his harvest, kuowing the
gospel of the kingdom must be preached
in all the world tor a vvitness unto ail
nations; and then shall the end (if this
diepensative) come." Who are not dis-
counted because "Itilquity abound*,
amid the love of many wax cold 'For
of this "sign of the timee" they have
been warneti.
They know too, ethat as the days of
Noah were so shall also the coming of
the Son of man be." They dare not *ay
"my Lord deiayeth his coming," but
seek "to be ready" remembering his
word, "For such an hour as ye thiek
not, the Son of man conseth."
They expect this age, or diepensation
as all others have, to cloee in judgment,
and while careful "to obey magistrate*,
and be eubject to the powers that be."
"They confess, they as their master was,
are pilgrims and strangers in the earth,"
"whose citizenship is in heaven, from
whenee also they look for the Lord
Jesus."
Yes, they believe that Paul, the great
apostle of the Gentiles, -vas moved by
the spirit of God when he said, "evil
men and seducers shall wax worse and
sorse deceiving awl beitig deceived,"
and I know that after my departure shall
grieveua wolves enter in airong you, not
sparing the flock, and of yonr owneelves
ehall men arise, speaking perverse
things, to draw away dieciples after
them," and when he continued his eon
Timothy that in "the last days (of this
age or dispensation) perilous'ititnes shell
come." The peril, not persecution by
the world, but corruption, and worldi-
nese in the profiteering church, for Si-
tan's master stroke is to have so fused
the church (the prospering church) and
the world the dividing linee are not vie-
ibis. 'file same language uses! to de-
scribe the heathen eorl I, as it is written,
"being flikel with all unrighteous:hese,
fornication, wickedness, covetotienese,
inaliciousnese, without natural affection,
backbiters"-le used by him (moved by
the Holy Ghoet) to pleture the church of
the last days, "the church of the fu-
ture:"
"But the Lord kuoweth them that are
His, who are Iva mere (from this corrupt
church) tern away," to follow right-
oustiess, faith, charity, peaee, a Ith them
that call upon the Lord, out of a pure
heart, In meekness histructing those that
oppose themselves, &yokel' sefoulisit and
unlearned questions, knowing that they
gender ttrifee, and the servant of the
Lord must not strive; but he gentle un-
to all, apt to teach, patient."
The church, "w ho are sanctifie I (set
apart) by God the Father, and preserved
in Jesus Christ, and called, are exhorted
to contend earillaily tor tne faith °rice for
all delivered to the eaints"-and to re-
ineniber the words which were spoken
before of the apostles of our Lord Jesus
Christ, that there should be mockers in
the last times, who should walk after
their own lusts. ("In the church of the
future !")
"The church" is mindful of the words
spoken before by the holy prophets, and
of the mum:incline:its of the apostles of
the Lerd and Savior; knowing this first,
that there Khali come in the last days,
(in the church of the future!) 'coffers
saying where is the promise of his com-
ing? Brit we, "the church," accordieg
tO hid promises look for new heaven,
and a new earth wherein dwelleth right-
eousness!
The prornise ie surely I come quickly!
even so COM.. Lord Jesus: • • • H. B. Garner.
A MASS-MEEfING
Of Citlreng at the Skating Rink
eduteiday sight.
Oil Wednesday prrieins interested in
the matter hail circulars prieted and
scattered over the city callieg • meeting
of the citizens at the Orating rink for the
purpoae of nominathig • Board of
Couricilmen tor the emoting term. At
7 p. in. quite a (Toed gathered, but
losing to the state ot weatherausily
were prevented from attending who
dotitstlt eft a ould have been there at
another time. The (needier a as called
to order amid Mr. Wm. Cowan made
chairman mid J no. W. Richards secre-
tary. The (ellen:nail stated the object of
the 'needles as being to noiniiiate a
Board tit I ottecilwen elm were live anti
progressive men. It was suggested and
'weed to that each division ot the city
be takeit iteparately and men noiniiiat-
ed from those sections. The South end
was first in order and the names of Jas.
Si. Hoar, A. W. Pyle, J. P. Proust, R.
Detreville, J. I). Russell, C. Bush
arid J. I'. feseeler were presented. Jas.
M. Hose was tinaitilitously tioniliested.
The Eastern divisiou was Hex' railed
allil the battles of F. J. Brosnell, M. W.
Dr. W. G. Wheeler, Nat
Gaither, E B. Long, and .larrett Haw-
knot, colored, were called out. lu the
voting, F. J. Brownell lead by a good
insjority, aud WIN declared the nominee.
In the Weetent dish/ion the names of
John W. Het& Geo. H Johnson, W. J.
Withers and Alex Gilliland were placed
before the house, and resulted in the
nomination of Geo. H. Johnson.
The northeast section was represented
by Andrew Hall, Peter Patten, colored,
and J. M. Starling. M r. Hall waa first
nominated but afterward requested that
another choice be made, and Peter
Poetise was declared the nominee.
The remaining three were selected at
random from the different. sections of
the city. Various mimeo were called
and quite spirited dish:muttons were in-
dulged in as te the merits of the different
candidates. Oil a test vote Judge J. 1
Landes, J. M. Starling and IL C.
Forbes reoeived a majority and were de-
clared the nominees.
Messrs. Andrew Hall, Joe Frankel
and C. W. Ducker were appointed •
committee to wait. upon the gentlemen
and inform them of their nomination
and to report at the next meeting.
The crowd seemed quite enthusiastic
over the result and said that the ticket
would be elected without trouble, as
they were all known to be men of eater-
priest and progresaion. The meeting
adjourned until Monday night, when it
is hoped all wit feel an interest in the
matter will be there to hear die report of
the coultuittet
The Hands Cameeled.
Without any previous announcement
or letimatiou of the intention, a com-
munication was read at the council meet-
ing last night from Mayor Lee and Col.
J. D. Powers, a director ot the Louisville,
St. Louis and T,:xas railroad, announc-
ing that they, so a joint committee for
the city and railroad company, had on
November 15th withdrawn from the
German National Batik, of Evansville,
the $100,000 worth of reeond mortgage
bond* of the railroad company, the inte-
met on svhich tor fifteen year. the city
had guaranteed minder certain conditions,
am! canceled the game. The tionditions,
it will be remenattered, were that fifty
miles rif the railroad should be built front
0 eemsboro before J anuary 1, 188s. Tee
bonds were canceled on motion of the
railroad company, it having realised
that it could not complete its eontract
within the time prescribed. A part of
the agreement between the city and
the eompany Was, however, that $20,000
worth of the bonds thould be delivered
to the company upon the completion of
each ten miles of the railroad. It is yet
poesitile to finish the first ten nilles and
more before January 1st, but the com-
pany desiring to act in perfect good
faith with the city voluntarily canceled
the bonds eix weeks in advenee of the




Tweses.-At her late residence in
his city, oti Tuesday morning, Novem-
ber 22ml, 1887, after &protracted illness,
Mis. John A. Twytnan.
The deceased was a native of this State
nti has been a resident of this city dun
ne her life. She warn gentle amiable,
instills!) and selfesacriticing, and in all
the relations of life which she sustainel
s wife, mother, sister and friend, she
was a true woman. She was an earnest
hid constant Christian anti had been a
nember of the Baptist church for over •
uarter of a eentury. We tender our
yinpathy to the grief-stricken relatives
rid friend@ in their great loes
Church Notes.
The Universalist church In this city
have arranged to hold their services in
Julian Hord's Hall, on Virginia street,
until they get their church built. Rev.
Mr. Gibb will preach a series of sermons
there, commencing next Friday night
25th inst. The Hall is conveniently lo-
cated and comfortable and the public is
cordially invited. Mr. Gibb Is an intel-
ligent man and an able speaker. His
sermons heretofore preached here were
very Interesting. He has quite an en-
thusiaetie little memberehip already
among our good people olio are going
earnestly to work to establish a church
on a firm foundation.
Feland- Walker.
Mr. John Friend Jr., a rising young
lawyer of the Hopkineville bar, and
Miss Emma Walker, of Louieville, were
married Wednesday at 9 p. m. at the
residelice of the bride's father, Fifth and
Kentucky streets. Mies Walker is the
eaugliter of Mr. John G. Walker, Dep-
titp Clerk of the Chancery Court, of
Louisville, and Mr. Feland is the son
and partner of Hots. John Feland, Sr.,
the well known attorney at this place.
The couple will go upon a bridal tour
after which they will return to this city
and take roome at the groom'. parents.
Beaten's Arnie,* Salve.
The beet salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcer*, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands,
Chilblains, COrtie, and all Skin Erup-
tions, and poeitively cures Piles, or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
perfect eatisfaction, or money refunded.
Price 25 cents per box. For sale by
entaur
inimen
The most wondernil Pain-Curer the world has ever
known. Its effects are instantaneous.




'Me only brand of Laundry Soap
awarded a first class medal at tho
New Orleans Exposition. Gerrie.
Wed absolutely pure, and for geomoi
honsoLuld purpose's hi the very best
SOAR
GEORcETINN Mb. VZII *spicier taMed Is the bases " Ones" =MUvalled we hamsty sal health.sod shop groves. ION WM tar 
-ciao* college.
11 :4411:17a Oat D. CIVIC arerarCblffs Turfs Pills
Garner's-:- City-:- Pharmacy,
No. 7. Main Street, Hopkinsville, Ky.
---One of the largest and roost elegant edifices in the city,
New and Complete in Ants Departments.
H. B. Garner, of toe old drat of Web A Garner. w ho tor roan y years Id the leading d trade leWestern Kentucky, having purchaeed Dr. Olsh's Interest. la now mote proprietor of lb. mew .
will use Ms experience sod ability to increase, if possible. the high reputatioa of the old iris for faitdeallag, competency sod reliability, by keeping
Pure, Fresh Dru s and Medicines,
And stork of tits beet quality In all department* of the trans, at the lowest prices. Drags, Palate and
Otis of •very kind,locludIng lifzikonfe wiLLIAldir CELEBRATED PAINTS, Potent Hatinsios
the bast end moot popular lo stock.
The Celebrated Wild Goose Liniment.
Manufactured to sealer In any quantity • sure and sells remmaky. lartc-a- Kra., Wointlins sad ltedidiagJoods specialty.
Proscriptions Carefully Compounied
-At Any hoar of Cho Day or Wldit• BY-





Being deeirous of making a
change in my business about
Jan. 1, '88, I have determined to
sell BOOTS and SHOES for the
next sixty days cheaper than
they have ever before been of-
fered in Hopkinsville.
NOTE THE REDUCTIONS.
Ladies' F. k B. Shoes $4, formerly $5.00
Lad,ies' Cur Shoes 3.50 " 4.00
Ladies' " " 2.50 3.00
Ladies' 2.00 2.50
Ladies' " 1.50 2.00
The best $2.50 Boot in the world.
Milclich She Store
No. 3 Main St., Hopkinsville, Ky.
e
I.Am. CS. ..EL.1C7 EC EL.9r,
0110'NATIMIAMEL,
CLARKSVILLE, TENNESSEE.
Large Assortment, Low Prices,
CR7-01=1.13C
DOWN THEY GO ! 
$55 00 DOMESTIC 
for $25°° S o m et [ling We All Want
-AK
SOMETHING NEW.
Just received some new parlor
suits, which are the finest, hand-
somest and, at the same time, the
cheapest set of furniture in this city
AT
Gossett's store on 9th street, just
back of Phcenix Hotel. Receiving
daily all the newest designs in Fur-
niture, plain, fancy, fine and cheap,
and
GOSSETT'S
you will find is the place to get bar-
gains. Why ? Because he is a new
man and wants trade. Because he
believes in "quick sales and small
profits." Call and try the new
FURNITURE STORE.
• moslates tbei farg64 11 oar. rensly40.
ens Me digest/es orgasm, regime...a
elm Warta*. and are imaetesalts4 ea as
MITI-BILIOUS
la malarial dlearfods Moir vivewm
aro wttiolitaror staibm=
Los egoism rrorapoinoss. Moab
11104117 oeseeardiassastA. redaa.
11▪ 41 soften per boa.
BOLD IT11311/11:1121..
Office, 44 Murray St New York.
Tott's Maass/ seat free tow/ afferess.)
NEIENTOLEIT 90011171L
L01141e. No. rf. •. r. • A. M.
R. M llatrieigh, W. 11.
Lodge sheets at lisoosic Hall, ard mar.
Tbompose Mock, *rat Mood*, West in oasis
swath.
ORIENTAL CRAFTS' NO. M., A. A. AL
Themes tedssaa, H P
Stated addliriCAMOMS fd Mosday of seek
mama at Maseate Hall.
MOORE COIAMANDIRT 10.4. R. T.
Ss. It. Ir. I.. waiter, RC.
Meets 5th Moodily sash roost\ ele Migessie
Hall
ROT AL ARCANUM. MOPEINST 1 LLB 001711
CIL. NO. AM
ka. I. Loaders. R amt.
Moms Ad sad Olt Tbasedays sash sesOla
1. I. Loads.' saes.
1110ATON 001710CIL NO.SCH041111 110.1111114
M. Lipettas, Chief Coaaselor.
Mors at I. 0. 0. Y. Hall. Id sad dab /fignallif la
sash mesa.
CHRISTIAN LODGE, NO. SO, I. 011 M.
R. M. /lotteries, Dtetatelt•
Moots 1st asid ard Tuesday la ewe Imola at
Sem. A sdessos alai.
IVINGERRN LODGIL. 110. R. or F.
Jesse EreathituC. c.
Lodge meets tbe 101 sad ttli TIitiredars is ev-
ery month st 1 0 0 F. Hall,
RNDOWIIIINT RANI, a. or r.
L. IL Darla !met.
Meets ad Mosday ta every swath st 5. AL
.Andorsou's
KNIGHTS OF THZ GOLDIN CROSS.
V. W. Crsbb, N. C.
Meets tat 1st sad id Fridays Is Nish siesta
is basement of Csalierlasd Presbyterian
clams
ANCIENT ORDIR OF UNITED WORKERS
W. H. Lee, M. W.
Time of mostiag, fd sad HA Tsesdays at Mc-
Cann, Solite a Co.'s °Hoe.
GREEN E.111111 LODGE, NO. M. I. 0 0. F.
A. fi. Caldwell, N. G.
Masts every Fraley eight at L 0. 0. r. Mall.
KEN.C1 INCAMPSIENT, NO. M, 1. 0. 0. r
Hoodersoo, C. T.
0 irc move 1st asd ad Tbursday sights at 1.. Hall.
OIRDIR OF TH) IRON HALL
304111 Mosyea, P. C. J.
Meets 485 0 edsesday 4 each moat! at Jean
Meeyes's
FLOW/NCR LODGE. WO Br, DAUGHTER.
011' RENZIL•.
Moots ard Meaday sight -at I. 0. 0. F. Nan
COLORED LODGES.
vision azitavoLart SOCrETT.
Meets Ist wad .1d Holiday eroding Is saheb
month, f o'clock, at theff lodge room, Dials
street, essioad wary ever 1100erf sad Overarm-
er's building. It. McNeal, Presidest; Ned Tur-
as:, See'y.
FERRDOM LODGE, WO, 0, 1,
Meets let and frd Tuesday sights is Poseei!'s
Hall. (Mart street. E. W. Glass, W. M ; L. IL
Raciaer, Secretary.
KUSADONA TEMPLE, NO. MI, 4. OF F.
Meets fd sad Oa Tasedsys is sack month la
U. R. F. Hall Postell's block Court street
Augurs Manes, W. P; Carrie Saabs, D.
Calla Casty, fiecretaa7.
HOPLINSV1LLE LODGE, NO. 1101, G. U. 0.
OF O. T.
Meets Ind aad 41.5 Mosday sights at Resew
sad °sandstones Ha n maim isitt. Classics
Jesup G ; Williams Gray, V, ; R. W. Glass.
r.s; w Wilma Clark N. F.
MYSTIC ?IR LODOR NO. IOC G. 11. 0.
OF F.
Mesa let aad Srd Wednesday sights a •••a
Silas Johasoa, N. 0; C Rails P. .1
Gatos mt. Loran so. It r. s a.-eieets tad
Ith sieit is each neenth al their Lodge rale a
:SO o'cluck Henry G lay na, presidest , C H
liernefieerstarv
Saifil Dells Co.,








Dose la tbe very bustetyas. Amassed by 11
Jones sad I . H. Jones.
Panto ant II ktlIful "Barbera
Doa't forget ibe 'tam.
rut street actiotatas krona. 0 Was
ktti lettcky
HOPKINBVLIALE, KY.
Deth Tsar Seassi Begins
Tuesday, September 6, 1887.
A FULL CORPS OF PROFESSORS
AND TRACNICRII IN ALL
DEPARTMENTS.
Tim Coarse of Stady Embraces
ART, SCIENCE, LETTERS, ENGI-
NEERING, NORMAL, COM-
MERCIAL sod music
Both sexes adseittol to the Mild) Hall aad
Enettatioa Room*. Tkie school equal Is all
respects to'the beet. Young ladies Board with
the Prosodist la College Building Yonit terad-
Demos ts presto fanoleem Priam at
eiesierate Tor further particulars. catalogs*.
tie. seeress .1 All BS E. loCOMET,
eras/deo t.
Or Etrof . ss. L. Lirsconss-
VI casfereoldeat.
$55.00---W H I TE FOR $27.
With 3 Drawers and all attachments, Cover itc.
DO NOT LET LOCAL AGENTS GULL YOU
With their nice talk and 100 per cent. profit. Buy your
Sewing Machines from
IIM.1601:1COLT.ESLIEVIIMEIREN •
The factory price on "White" and "Domestic" machines
is froni $18 to $22. Why pay agents $35 to $55 when
you can save agents' profit. Needles for any machine
20 cents per doz. in stamps. Reference, any bank or
business house in Louisville.














































Imported Preserves and Pickles, Canned Goods of all kinds, Nuts, Jellies, Sardines,
Lunch Goods, Cakes and our Cele rated Cream Bread.t
111.






















T 11 E NEWERA.
N•r Err Prirtmg cod PrIONNilv AP-
wencti gocuoings. lamps. On sonic of the darkest nights
poly a few jets are lighted and some-
- -
times liot at. all. Tise lamps wile!' light-
--PCSAMHIRID 
See iii Ike lii preferred la al Mame
ed Sr.- invariably liaised off briere 10
of land tor "ode near Howell
o'clock. Frequently lamps on the sub-
The largest stock in the jewelry II urban streets are not lighted at all. Title
01 A TEAK. ausi lowest priors, at M. D. Kelly's. I should be rectified at once.
Flue fruitie white and pound cakce, Mr. Jno. W. Logsdon, for two years
either iced or plain, epecialtiee at J. B. the L. at N. R. R. agent at this point.
Gen:wrath & Co'ss. has been transterred to Henderson, Ky.,
Raaisw your eubscriptiou before your 
to take charge of similar position there
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 25, 184
T Su bscribers.
name printed on the
margin or wrapper of
your paper shoWs when
your paid subscription
expires. If not renew-
ect eur paper Will be
stopped on the let day
of the month succeed-
ing that date.
Mr. LOgatIOI1 Is a sterling tonalneati gee-
_ 
paper stow.; only $1 OU a sear a Rh tick- , Orman and won wally friend* here by
The date with your et in the di-K*1
11g. his accomodating, polite and genial dli-
Bud Dade, colored, was arrested and poeition. lie was cornered at the depot
poled Thuraday morelug, charged a ithlTueedas before his departure by at army
breach of Um prem. of friends who wl-lied tibia great. r sue-





Mr Robt. M. Steel and bride have retureed
hole e
Mr. Raid. John.** le eluting in hie old eisigh-
1:41tfied.
C. Ds bre.l. • Baehr ills. was in the city
Thegmlay.
SM. Ilwistheeland is spend nag the week at
Leaday IS,
to Milner .
sirs. A. J. Ilibeolei Ms Maimed fro am lien
Veiny S. uzr,rd Svaneville. lad,. was IC Moe
city Tnampap,
A.M. Kruk of Louisville, spew Webbed-
day im
Mr. Oda* jflisSi, of Lafayette, was he the
city Thursday.
MI_ Measafoed, of Idadaigno file, was ia the
city Thursday -
W V Douglass. of Nash. me, paid the city •
Writ Thursday
Mrs. A. 0. Rodgers and Mrs W. L. Thouip-
soll Bee at Salto*
Mr.V. c Preget. of Clueless/A, 0 , was in the
ray Weduesday.
Mies Tenser. ef Cantles& Syria's, spent
Friday I. Hee city
Mrs. Reed aid daughter, Mies Katie, spent
Tuesday in the city.
Wed Anale tjale• is at Louisville visiting
Ma* Jou, Meleasa.
• 5. Yummier, of Ohio, spent a few days
in the city Ude feat.
Ni- Jae Townseme, of Clueinamil, 0 , wee ia
the city Weelneatay.
Mr. John Gereeet, eon of Jae 6arsett, has
thee to Texas Is iive
Mr. and Mee. Lee Mateo* of Cathy, Ky.,
• well% Di Weekly friday.
111„ M. Cooper, of Louisville, swim several
da I.Iles city thin week
414 J M. 11,,,Mag spent several Moja at Hee-
c1417•00 aid Patlueek this week.
IL C. Pfister. regreeestiag the St Louis Type
Peandry, vi.. the eri•y hlosslay.
lam Medley, of Prtnisalion, after as extended
velem hien* awe retaraint hems.
in Sammie Waite, of the lewelead seigh-
boalleade woman shoppieg Tuesday.
Slim Lisle McNeil, of Bowling Green, is via-
lung her sister, Mrs. W. A Geseett.
Mn. Beanie Tier, of Peduc•h, sprat a few
tape in the city this week •isiting mends.
Mies Madge Steger, et Paducan, ie in the city
the guest of. he. sister, Mrs. R. K iktristiae
mr.1 H. Perry, of this county, will leave in
a. a few days for 11u1. eke to reside permanently.
W. MI Newbold, Y. Harris aid cuss. 11.
Woocl,of the L. N. B. K. company, spout
Thursday at the Phoeei.x.
Mr La. R. Boyd and Has Hollis Rives, of
04, pared through the city Tuesday
last earoute to N ash v.11e
Mr .11 B hersisoi, aid wife of 8allearia, were
is t. e city Friday and remained over until Sat-
until sad took in -Yaw Rosa."
Mr. lied Mrs Oscar SlaughteP, of Louitwille,
ari the 'seats of Mr aid Mrs. J M. Freak*.
flow were 'serried at Louisville last week
Mrs Job. Imgmtos, wife of Joe. W. Logs-
don.. the L N. Railroad Agent, has accepted
S peedioe a. assietaat took-keeper at the ex-
pressed's*
Kr W. B. Tucker, wife and little daughter.
Meuse. have reformed from Paducah, where
hay. "eve bees visiting their mother. They
wows accompanied by Mattes lagese
aail Mrs. Jame, Mewling, of Nashville
smeall several days in the city this week, as the
guests of Mrs. B. 8 Wood. They left Friday




J. D. Russell offers his entire stock of
dry goods, notions, boots and shoes etc.
it cost to close out. He has a magni'-
tient stock of first-class goods and will
sell then; without reserve, strietiy at
cost for cash. Look out for his
anweesecernent In this issue end go in
now to see the stock and select bargains
before the stock is picked over.
The Popular Approval
Of the efforts of the California Fig Syr-
up Ce., to present to the public an
agreeable and effective substitute for the
hitter nauseous liver mediciom and ea-
thirties formerly in use is as gratifying
to the company as it is creditable to the
good taste of the public. The large and
rapidly increasing sale of Syrup of Figs,
and the promptly benificial effects of a
logic dose are convincing procits that it
Is the mist easily taken and the most
pleasantly effective remedy known.
For sale by Harry B. G , City
Pharmacy.
A betters! Sniashap.
Thursday morning about 5 o'clock
the first and second sections of freight
train No. 64 collided near Kelly Station,
lye miles from this city, on the Header-
sou division of the L £N.*. R. The
bet melba broke hi two going up
Melly's grade, fourteen pig. iron cars
running back down the steep Irade at is
fearful speed Into the second section,
ebesoking stmengine and twelve empty
coal cars. The accident happened in a
cut, but fortunately no one was hurt.
The extent of the damage is roughly
estimated at about $3,000.
ILLUed Outright.
Wednesday morniag Joe. Richardson,
colored, met a horrible fate at Cerulean
Springs while at work blasting a well.
Mot had blasted about tourteen test and
was preparing to fire another cartridge
Wbett he met death. He had drilled a
hole In a rock and placed a dynamite
cartridge therein, but the explosive fail-
at first to go off. While down in the
well trying to extricate the fulmioating
cap an explosion occurred. Richard-
son's body was terribly enotlisted. 'rise
man formerly lived here. He leaves a
wife and three children.
A F•polar °revery.
One of the most popular and success-
ful business establishments colour city is
the grocery and feed store of Anderson
& Tate, on Virginia street between 6th
and 7th. They handle everything in
the way of family supplies and feed both
man and beast on the best the market
&Surds at the miiiirnum cost. 'flue indi-
"Mull members of the firm are Judge
A. H. Amdersoo and Mr. Jackson Tate,
two of our worthiest and most popular
(Atlases sad sines the foratatioo of ihel r
partnership, their Wade bee steadily
grown until Ills DOW ono of the best IS
the city. Strict attention to busIneas,
reliable and prompt service to their cus-
tomers and a generous disposition to ac-
commodate everybody have made them




KirkmansvIlle, 16 miles noftli of this
city, was the scene Sunday morning of
a distressing affair. About 3 o'clock
Mr. Ben Riven. and family were
swills-tied by the falling in ef the wails
and ceiling of an adjoining room, and to
their surprise and horror found the
the house enveloped In flames. They
barely escaped with their lives. 'rb•
building and all its contents were totality
consumed. Ur. Ben Blvens and wife
and Mr. Finless Bivens and wife, with
nothing on but their night clothes, en-
tered a two horse wagon and drove a
mile to the residence of Mr. Fred Gates,
.whose family supplied them with
proper garments. 'flue house was val-
ued at $1,000 with partial Insurance.
The origin of the fire is unknown, but
supposed to be incrodiary.
7 IC _ ' •'... . r . , ..
i It',
 , ,,,, • '...
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will contest for a beautiful prize medal MeElreest Wine to Uudui I. for sale






uelius were married at the Court house Clifton coal co,
Thursday morning by Judge Wiufree. W. H. Nolen,
Mr. Robt. A. Ferguson, a typo, has
aceepted a position with the Nays ERA
Puhilaiiiug Company.
Wilson Wooeley and Miss Bobble Car-
Wa Oapta any paper in the world
with the New Ass, cheaper than you
can get it otherwise Call for club pri-
ces.
Mr. V. W. Crabb, who filed a deed of
arisiguweitt one tlay this %seek, says his
liatiiiitte• are abut $800, with meets
about the eater.
Madam Rumor has it that • popular
"knight of the grip" will least to the
altar in December Olte of Hophinsville'd
fairest daughters.
Mr. W. W. Alexander, • clever y ming
gentleman and former ticket agent at
Madisonville, succeeds Mr. John W.
Logecion at this point.
Now is your time to have your plo-
tures taken. Cabinet Photographs re-
duced to $3 per dozeu at Anderson's
Gallery. Come at once.
Mi. Joel McPherson, a popular young
businese man, representing R. Dorman
st Co., of Nashville, Is in the city shak-
ing hands with his old friends.
A distinguished guest made Ills first
appearance at the residence of Mr. and
Mrs. L. G. Williams Saturday night.
It's a Democrat but can't vote for 21 years
yet.
Lafayette Is to have a marriage ho
high life next month. When curiosity
has been wrought up to the highest pitch
we will publish the names of the partic-
ipants.
With water-works and another rail-
road, Hooting/Mlle would not be long in
leading the interior cities of Kentucky
In those things which go to make up a
growing city.
Doe't BORROW the New Eke when
you can get it a whole year for only
$1.00 with ticket in our $1,000 drawing.
Subscribe now and get it the balance of
this year free.
Quits an excitement was created on
Seventh street Friday morning about 11
o'ciock occissioued by a team running
away. Tim animals were intercepted
near the Court house.
Messrs. Gilliland and Kennedy have
rented the store room in the Green Block
on Ninth St. near J. R. Hawkins, and
willopen up a family grocery. Thestore
is now being remodeled.
'rhe young people's meeting at the
Christian church, which has only been
organized but • few seeks, was last
Sunday largely attended. the pro-
gramme was very interesting.
The Lavin Teutilis Club will give a
masquerade ball at the skating rink in
this city December 6th. They will also
be entertained with a sumptuous feast
at thViturks House the same evening.
Eka Fan a for one year with
ticket In the drawing to every person
who will get us up a club of five new
subscribers, at ouly $1.00 a year. Get
us a club and renew your subscrip-
tion.
Water-works and • competing rail-
road '. These two enterprises form the
grand center around which cluster our
present hopes for future advancement
as a manufacturing, commercial and dis-
tributing point.
this Dottaa renews your subscription
to the Wizeir.y. New ERA for one year
and gets you a ticket in our big drawing
for next Fall. Tell your neighbors to
itiectibe now and get the paper 'till
Jan. 1 1889 for $1.00
Dr. Andrew Sergeant has purchased
of R. W. Norwood the residence on
North Main street, formerly occupied
by the latter, paying cash $2,100. Dr.
Sergeant will put an additional $3,000
In Improvements on the place.
TAR New Eta Farm, from now 'ti 1
Jan. 1st. to all new subscriber. who ray
11 00 for next year. Renewals also
$1.00. Every subscriber gets a ticket
In our drawing. Don't let your pa-
per stop, and ask your neighbor to sub-
scribe new.
The Lewis House, near the depot, on
Ninth street, Is advertised for sale. Mr.
Y. Lewis, the proprietor, desires to quit
business on account of his age and offers
this popular hotel property at a bargain.
The house has always been a valuable
piece of property.
There is some talk upon our streets of
the probability of a cheese factory being
established at this place. A capitalist
of Memphis was in the city one day last
week looking at Sharp's field with the
view of negotiating for said property.
Nothing definite has taken shape as
yet.
Mr. Jas. Givens, a popular young
gentleman of Madisou•ille, met with a
painful mishap one day this week. He
was out bird hunting and had dropped a
bird with his gcn and in stooping to
pick it up, the other barrel was accident-
ally discharged. One of his toes was
shot entirely off.
Old Aunt Nina, colored, probably one
of the oldest persons in Christian county,
died Saturday morning about 3 o'clock,
at the age of 96. She was well known
to the citizens of Hopkinsville. She
was buried Sunday afternoon by the
Good Samaritans, the largest colored
society In the city.
Earnest Hancock, who was sent up
from Bowling Green for two years for
crookedness recently, was formerly of
this city. About six months ago he stole
a revolver from Mr. Chas. Kids and
sold it for twenty-five cents to Mr. Har-
vey McCord. He afterwards confessed
his crime but promised to lead a better
life In the future if not prosecuted.
Mr. Noe Dills and wife,of Cynthiana,
are visiting W. H. Elgin and other rela-
tives bore. Mr. DUI' Is an extensive
breeder of trotting and light harness
stock and Is prospecting here with a
view to locating a stock farm in this
county. Our farmers arid stock men
will do well to see Mr. Dills and offer
him some Inducement to come here.
Mrs. Cox and family wishes to return
their thanks to the neighborhood of
Belleview and their many kind friends
In Hopkiasellle fee very grist itiodnesa
shown chsap. Mrs. Cu: has been quietly
removed to Isar daaghtag's in Cairo. She
left unexpecee lip and was dialed tie
pleasure of thanking them other than in
this way.
Capt. Chet. L. Wood has resigned hie
position as master of trains of the Hen-
derson division, which resignation took
effect on the 16th inst. Mr. Wood wrs
formeri conductor on this branch and
waa one o e most genial and popular
railroad men the *orifice. It is ru
taored that Mr. . S. Harris will succeed
Mr. Wood.
There has been Iti
by our Main street
to the bad emanate
comflaint made
rchants In regard






An Inoffensive Citizen. Where Do I hey All Go To
If is Di) %to" think that a
Last Friday alternoon about dusk, Mr. town of 7,t00 lohahltaists buy AO
Geo. E. Kuight, alio lives on the Cox nomy wraps. Lest year we bought
Mill road, near t hurch Hill, hi this
county, wee reroute home with a load of
lumber. While driving slowly along
near Swift's ford he observed a negro
prowling around Dick Pace's faro), a ith
a bundle limier his arm. When tie had
gone about a mile he !leant the sharp
lesion of a pistol, aml the bullet a lilz In
close isroximity to his He turned
LO ascertain the ettlISC, when he saw a
negro rtusiiiisg toward him with a stook-
log revolver hi hi. haud. The negro
cattle up, 'oared K eight in the tare, avid
a ith the revolver pressed against hie
h. art, retuarked," I am goleg to kill you;
Hopkitieville. you






Patti Rosa highly entertained the au-
dieuce Thursday night in "Bob." her
antics in the opening scene were laugh-
able, and in the third where she loses
her temper, the part was well played
The Professor gained much applause
for tile absurdities. The plot is not
much, but, then, nothing is claimed tor
it. The audience was not so large as it
should have been. The support all
around was good, and deserve praise.
Saturday night sonic one threw a
lighted cigar in a box filled a ith saw-
dust in Chriatiati's drug store. Sunday
morning about 9 o'clock Mr. Christine
had occasion to come down to hie place
of business. When lie entered the door
he discovered the floor near the stove on
fire. The cigar stump had ignited the
sawdust, burued through the box Into
the zinc around the stove and eaten a
hole in the floor as large as a hat and
was still burning.
Last Saturday morning, Mr. Fountain
Alder, of North Christian, met with a
painful mishap. He was etiroute home
in a two-horse wagon, and when near
the rock bridge, on North Main street,
the animals became frightened and ran
away. Mr. Alder was thrown violently
to the ground. He was picked up and
conveyed to the residence of Mr. Clef-
bourne near by. Drs. Fuqua and Den-
nis attended the sufferer and found one
of his shoulders dislocated.
Madisonville adds atiother crimson
stain to her already long list of bloody
deeds. Tuesday night Ike Mc Nary and
Mary Givens, two negroee, became en-
gaged In an altercation about a trite,
which terminated in the woman pulling
her little "bull dog." Before the negro
man could realize the position the wont-
all blazed away. The bullet entered the
victim's right side a few inches below
the right breast. She 11,1114 promptly ar-
rested and jailed. Mt Nary is danger-
ously wounded and *ill, front all ac-
counts, die.
Robert Davis, colored, walked into
Jones' sit Co'd. store last Stturdar
morning and-asked to see some overcoats.
tie was invited up stairs to the clothing
department, and seciecting one, said he
would call later and purchase, lie
picked tip his old overcoat, which covered
a lay er of pair.", and threw the garment
carlesely oyer his shoulder. As he
started out at the door the clerks noticed
the legs of a new pair of pants protrud-
ing from under the overcoat. The
sneak thief was called back and relieved
of two pairs of $500 pints. He was
arrested by Chief of Police, who, also,
upon a search warrant found another
pair of pants in a pew valise. He was
carried before Judge Brasher yesterday
and held over for grand larceny.
The will of the late T. H. Grinter,
and codicil attached, was proven and
admitted to probate. '1 he substance of
his will Is that he gives to his a ife his
home place, •ud about 25 acres
of land and all household and kitchen
furniture, horses, mules, cows, car-
riages, etc ; and a life estate in his half
interest In 600 acres of land held jointly
by himself and W. C. White; the inter-
est on about $50,000 in bonds amid bank
stock, and $1,000 in cash to be paid her
out of the first money which may be
collected by his executors. He be-
queathed a specific legacy of $500 to his
sister, Mrs. Gunn, and directed that the
remainder of his estate should be equally
divided between his children, and fur-
ther directed, that, in the event any of
his children should die, that the heir, of
such as die should receive their parent's
share, charging each with what he had
advanced to them. He nominated his
friend, W. C. White, 1114 son-in-law,
E. R. Street, and his son, D. L. Grinter,
as his executors, all of whom were au-
thorized to qualify by giving bond with-
out security, which they did last Mon-
day. Clarence Grinter selected his
brother, D. L. Grinter, as his guardian.
HALL'S
There is more Catarrh in this section
of the country than all other diseases put
together, and until the last few years
it was supposed to be incurable. For a
great many years Doctors pronounced it
a local disease, and prescribed local
remedies, and by constantly failing to
cure with local treatment pronounced it
Incurable. Science has proven Catarrh
to be a constitutional disease, and there-
fore require* a constitutionat treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by
F. J. Cheney I Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the
only constitutional cure DOW on the
market. It is taken internally in doses
from 10 drops to a teaspoonful. It acts
directly upon the blood and mucus sur-
faces of the system. They offer one
hundred dollars for any case It falls to
cure. Send for circular and testimonials.
Address,
F. J. CHEN111" & Co.,Toledo, 0.
iferSold by all Druggists, 75 cents.
CATARRH CURE
A Barglar
Lee Gaines, colored, went to the resi-
dence of Mr. C. P. Nolan, at Cerulean
Springs, about 12 o'clock Saturday night
and smashed in a window pane, put his
arm through and took the key from the
front door lock. He then opened the
door and walked into the house. Just
as the burglar opened the door leading
Into the bed room, which was in the rear
of the building, Mrs. Nolan, who was
awakened by the crash of the window
paw uttered a loud scream. MO. No-
lan instantly stepped in at the front
door and called to hit wife not to be
alarmed, that lie wag In the house. The
negro, seeing that he was trapped, made
a bold dash for the back door but found
the way of egress barred. He then turn-
ed around to make his exit by the way
he entered, but there encountered Mr.
Nolan, who instantly fired at him, the
fingehot entering his forehead, the sec-
odd ahot perforating his loft side below
the heart. lle fell mortally wounded.
Aphis fired MO IMMO @bow into the
prostrate form. He then called fur help.
The neighborhood hating been attracted
by the arms sianassii.ho residence and
found the man deed. He was taken to
Henry Nolan's store and kept there un-
til Monday morning when an inquest
was held. Mr. Nolan gave himself up
to the authorities at Cadiz and gave bond
to await the action of the grand jury,
which convenes next April. Burglary
was the 'supposed object
Two bottles of Pe room cured 'the
Chronic Catarrh tf Mrs. Robt. Grimes
Meadville, Ohio. • -leg
brute ress going to take hie life awl beg-
ged to be spared. Ile convinced Mtn
that he was the wrong man. The negro
lowered his weapon, begged pardon,
and urned on his heel and quietly
walked away. When Knight leached
home Ise pollen uh a number of men, all
armed a ith shotguns, and bustled in
pursuit of the scoundrel. They searched
every inch of tile country for wilts
around up to Saturday afteenoon, but
without u spturieg the man.
ANOTHER
• 
Moi day atterbooti about dark, Mr. B.
'1'. Fouiquemi It-it Hilo city in his wagon
for hotne, tot the lu inceton road. When
he had passtd the toll-gate lie was inter-
cepted by a negro, alio answered the
same description as the one who assault-
ed K eight. He remarked, "Say, bras,
how far are you going?" lien told to
Belleview, the negro bigni tit d liii inten-
tion of taking the same route and asked
to ride. Ile jumped into the wagon and
nothing was said until they reached the
gate beyond Mat Major's. The negro
on sonic pretext or other ordered the
wegon stepped. He leaped out, grab-
bed mile bridle at the home' head and
presenting a rocked revolver at Four-
quean'e heart, sang out, "You did
me a wrong five years ago. I have you
now, and am going to kill you. You
owe we $20." 'l'o this Fourquean said:
"Why, I don't know you; for God's
sake don't shoot!" The villian replied,
"Yes you do know me; you owe me $20,
and I am gong to kill you," and suiting
the acting to the word, lie fired, the ball
strikitig the unfortunate man in the
right breast, passing through, and
lodging near the shoulder blade. He
jumped out of hie wagon and ran toward
a fence to escape across the field, but
fell. Just as he fell the fiend fired again,
but fortunately missed him. After gain-
ing the tetice, Fourqueitii looked back
amid saw the negro mill standing in the
road. The wounded man went to Mr.
Marion Meaclieui'a reeldence and de-
tailed the circumetances. Dr. Fuqua
was eent for and went out to administer
to him. Wednesday Judge Win free and
County Attoreey John W. Payne drove
out to Mr. Meacham'''. Fourquean was
swore Keil furnished Mr. Payee wii h
tee facto. Ile is seriously , toit not fatal-
ly wounded.
The man who perpetrated the deed is
said to be John Henry Cox, alias, Henry,
alias Heynolde, aii ex-convict, over
whose head Lenge a reward. Bud
Baker, colored was taken before Four-
queen, but proved ts. be the wrong MAIL
COX is 19 years old and the &ascription
as given by the wounded man is as fol-
ios : 'flue man was a slender, spare-
made, beardless youth, with a soar on
his upper lip. He wore a dark suit, a
gray overcoat a ith velvet collar, a gray
cap awl had hie pants stuffed in his boot-
legs.
Two years ago Cox was arrested,
tried for grand larceny and was given
two years in the State prison, but escsped
soon after and has been a fugitive since.
Judge Winfree notified Gov. Buckner of
the crime and asked him to offer an
additional reward for him. Several
men are armed and are out looking for
the man, and it Is safe to say if captured
short work will be made.
Now is the Time
to tote Hodges' Sarsaparilla with Iodide
of Potash, the great purifier for the
blood. A certain cure for rheumatism,
scrofulous affect' , and all diseases
peculiar to fentalee. Renovates and in-
vigorates the aysiem. Physicians recom-
mend it. Take no other. Ranguns
Root Medicine Co., Manufacturers,
Nashville, Tenn. $1 (XI per bottle.
Sold by all druggists.
Moesbacks.
A "'noes-back" is a person who consti-
tutionally objects to all Innovations.
Content to live as did 1de grandfather
and having by some isilierited faculty
prospered in this world to the extent of
hiving accumulated a goodly store of
earthly treasure, the prime of life some-
times, middle age often and old age al-
ways dude him retiretl from active life,
snugly ensconced In the strong walls of
his own Castle Selfish, which is entirely
impregnable to the attacks of tfle young
prince of Progress and stolidly unre-
sponsive to his most modest and just de-
mands.
There are a few mossbacks in Hopkins-
ville and we thank the Lord there are but
few. On the other hand, our town is
full of live, stirring, manly young men,
who are hilly imbued with the spirit of
the age &till who prove their faith by
their works in everyday life. Prominent
among this latter claps., just now, is the
new firm of Bassett & Co. Their large
and elegant dry good. house, No.
Main street, and their ,"large and ele-
gant 4 column advertisement in the New
ERA, "largely and elegantly," bear us
out in the aforesaid statement. If you
will read their advertisement, (which
you are bound to do,)and then visit their
store, (which you c00% help doing) we
guarantee that you will be "largely"
benefitted by the one after having been
"elegantly" entertained by the other.
REFERRED LOCALS
Land for Sale.
The Davie Farm, near Howell. Ky.,
on Saturday, December 17, at 11 o'clock.
will sell inv tract of land, known as
the Davie place, situated two miles north
of Howell, Ky., on the Paluiyra road.
This place contain, lel acres, more or
less, lies well, is well watered, has on it
substantial improvements, and is very
productive. 'Ilse place is rented for 1888,
at a good price, and the notes for said
rent will be turned over to the purchased.
Teams OF KALE :-$1,000 cash, anti the
balance in four equal payment* of one,
two, three and four years. Sale at
Howell, Ky.
MRS. H. T. Hueeosto
5+16=21.
Don't play these num-
bers in lottery for you
will get no return. The LEWIS HOUSE
result represents the AND FURNITURE.
number of bargains which Hopkinsville, - Ky,
Near Depot.
Mir
what we thought cloake etiough to sup-
ply the county. We sold them. This
year we have bought four times as many
and we will certainly sell out before the
seaman is halt over if our trade vontinties
se it ham been. Well, prices tell end no
mistake. WE HAVE CUT THEM





In all sizes and colors at N. B Shyer's
See then., they can not be lie ripped
One pair a ill last ma Meg as three pairs
of oilier inekee. N. B. SHYER.
THE EXPRESS COMPANY
brouAlit us another large ho of Who.'
nice merino vests at 35 cents. See tisem
they are dandies. N. B. Shyer.
OLVEY
The Jeweler
will give you a bargain in 'Amnon&
for the holidays. COME Now aid give
him a chance to furnish him a Oh Dia-
mond goods at 10 per cent, above the
wholesale cost price. You will find it
to your hitereet to call and see before
purchasing elsewhere. Come early and
give liiw time to till your order.' and you
will save mosiey Coeault film first and
eomething.
runThalugiviagD:y.
Just to please the chil-
dren we will give away
500 hats. Actually give
them away just for the
fun of seeing the little
folks happy. So come
right along and get a
share of free offering.
N. B. SHYER,
Cor. Main and Ninth,
LESSONS IN ART,
Instructions given In Oil and China
Painting. China fired and gilded at
reasonable rates.
M188 W ARYIELD, Maple street.
Perhaps You Do
not think we are selling Ladies' Hats.
Well, If you do, I beg to say you are
mistaken, as we have been selling more
hats since we received the Grand Im-
ported Lot so cheap than we did in the
same length of time at the beginning of
the season. Yes, we are making the
millinery business lively. You will
hear from us again on this subject in a





1st 1 8 8 9 ;




—=-IS THE CONDITION OF OUR —
-APO'
Mammoth Double Store Rooms
WITH THE LARGEST STOCK OF
Clothing,Cloaks, Blankets, Boots&Shoes
Dress Goods, Furnishings, Notions, and Cieneral Dry Goods for
FALL AND WINTER WEAR.
We can quote you lower prices on the above than any house in Hopkinsville or adjoining
cities. Our endeavors shall always, as in the past 28 years, be to please in Quality, Quantity
and Prices, giving all our customers the
Best Goods, Most Goods and bower Prices
Than any other concern this side of the Great Metropolis.
We Invite The Special Attention Of The La dies
TO--OUR ELEGANT LINE OF
Wr&ip niicI eiliach.ctso,
Also Children's and Misses' Cloaks. Our stock is the largest and newest in the city, and we
r"37' C,C:0113ar)(B•titiLC:D11 03:11. •E31,1r31:13.1313LtEi•
Before purchasing look through our immense stock.
47.)1C1 MiLetlica,b1A5,
M. FRANKEL & SONS.
13 and 15 Main Street.
E-4
R RENT •e4
4-room house on Hop-




and garden, on North
Main. Possession Dec.
1, 1887.
7-room house for '88,
North Main. Price $14.
The Overshiner place,
very near Main, for '88.
Good for a private
boarding house. Price
$25 per month.
7-room house, for '88,
on Champlin St. Price
$16.
A 4-room house on
Champlin st. Price $10
per month.
6-room house, for '88,
on Brown at. Price $13.
4-room house on Hop-
per street. Price $18
per month.
6-room house on North
Virginia street. Price
$13.60.
Fire and Tornado Insurance written in
first-class Companies, and prompt at-
tention in case of lose.
Negotiating Loans a specialty with
US.
We rent houses and collect rents, and
pay taxes for non-residents. Come to




BASSETT & CO. are of-
fering this week. See
advertisement in anoth-
er column and then put
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We are now receiving our second large arrival of fine,
MERCHANT TAILOR CLOTHING, made up in the latest
styles, out of the finest imported fabrics. Fieach, En-
glish, Scoch and Irish Worsteds, Tricot's, Corkscrews &c.
&c. We will take pleasure in showing tbese goods, and
naming prices that will insure sales. We keep up with
the latest Paris, London and New York styles and can
"down" them on fine goods as to prices The firms that
buy the most, pay promptly, sell for cash and have the
lightest expenses, can certainly sell goods the cheapest.
Money and experience enable us to get them cheap; CASH
WILL GET THEM FROM US CHEAP. Call and be con-






We furn.sh.hundreria of home, yearly with One
Pianos and Organs, and allow con-
tomer, to pay in small month-







4 • Ill OHOGAN V CASES. SPECIAL
DESIGNS MADE TO ORDEN.
13-NrM IAT_A.LT01\1", [imunliHAzginEx.
WIC01='11K.I.NTIESN7IIALa70.
2 Doors from Bank of Hopkinsville. D. H. BALDWIN & CO.,
236 Fc:rart.b.
Louisville; : : Hy.
Choice Styles cf Organs for the Sit-
ting Room. Library and Hall.
Merchint Tailors.
Opera Building, No. 108.
on your bonnet and Livery and Feea
make a bee line frsr No. 4
-
N. Main Street and see 




T. L. Smith, Prop'r, ings at Lower prices this season than ever.
K- Newest patterns, latest styles and perfect tits'Hopkinsville, - - v
„ollre:V.r.c.7°.4:t'llt"tro7fvertrAT.12:
rg wed Servs .ad yen ea: tit livery
vtoss seuilectIOn everrwbere.  --ma guaranteed.
I
C. W. ItreCALIFR, Pres't.
General Founders and
—Manufacturers of—
Say hills at hill ilachiam,
Palley Illhaftleigh Hangers
Aiu'l Make agimmssegertil tk ILK:Le:17r  ag in -
We hive recently added to our rectory a
I General Repair Department,
wbe:e we will do rvio.. rine of
WAGONS, PLOWS,
SHOEING
and such like. our smiths sad wood•
workmen are
ntechantes at itzporiones.
Our Iron Cistern Top
14 the most movement, chirshle and cheap-
est top Manufactured. We manufacture
OUR PUMPS
Did um the beet of materials.






WROUGHT IRON TOBACCO SCREWS
And Ratchet Screws.
We are manufacters cf the Ainericia
Combipation,
For t. hruitias, Todd eaderngto,couaties
It it the best Led/
CHEAPEST
Fetter mantfectured. Call Itati exam
ins It.
We manufacture all roods we IOU sae
Guarantee Them Fully.
Shall be glad to quote prtoss or make


























Scrofulous, Inheritod and, Contagions
Humors Cured by Cuticura.
MilittOU1.11 the 11110.111U1 of one of our Netts
▪ recel a ell throne II Mr T. Wray, Druggist,
Apult , Pa., I became acq ua,nteil a ith your
Cutieuea Itemethea, and tase this opportuulty
to testify to you that their use has permanent-
ly euied we of one of the worst eased ot blood
poisticitte. conneciiou with try sipelatt, I
ever saa tied this after huyieg ben n pronounc-
ed ioeti rat le to al. we Of the at ph) sieians in
our country. lake great pleasure in forward
mg to yen this teatimonial, tineoliciteil an it is
by you. tu water that others stiffening from *mi-
nor mialattliee m•v be encouraged to give your
Cutieura itentethee a foal
P. S, WHILINUER. Leechburg, Pa.
Seferierice - FI•N T. tk RAY, Druggist, Apol-
lo, Pa.
Ifltroegli Tickets are aow on Sale. Call on or
address
B. P. MITCHELL,
Goa' Pass. and Ticket Ag't, Ey. I
TIME TABLE
-of* THI-
Owensboro & Nashville R. R. Co.
Katt. Mixed
Dapart-From Owensboro 3:30 p m 8 :se a in
Arrive-Owensboro ... ... 10:43 a m 6:10 p In
Depart-Central City  S;50 a m 1:30 p m
  4:13 p m 1:00 p m
" •rrive- '' 4:3:3 p et 11:15 p m
- 
.  s:50am 1:00pm
Depart-Ituasellville  6:66 a m 935 a m
6:15 p m
Arrive- "   6:10 p m 4:30 p in
o . 6:26 a m
.... ...
Depart-Adairville 5:30 a in
Iirrive-Adiurville 9.15 p in
It W ILLS, Gen'l IlanTr. L thaville, Hy.


































THIS COOD OLD STAND-BY
Grown nitshea for everybody exactly what Wend me
f•ir It. One of the reasons fur the great popularity
the nustanr Idnin.ent In found MID ant•erea
n pp/ Everytody ne.eds such a runnel's.
The Leteheren needs It in eme of accident.
The Ilonsewlfe needs It for generalfamly use.
The Coaster needs it for Ms Mame and his men.
The Michaele needs It always oa his work
bench.
The Winer ne..1., It In elkae of emergency.
The Plomeer needsit-can't set aiong without it.
TY. Farmer needs it in Ms house, his stabie,
aml his stock yard.
The Stesinskent man or the Hemmen needs
ft In liberal supply afloat and ashore.
This Heree-faneler needs It-lt le Ids Lest
friend wed mime reliance.
The !stock-grower needs It-It will sere aim
thousands of dollen. and a world of trim tale.
The Railroad man needs It and it so
magas Inside Ls • r mnd of aceldesta and dhl-..;era.
The Backmoodssen needs k. There is men-
hir Lke It as an &athlete for the lank-rs to life,
limb and rstinfort which surround the pioneer.
The Merchant needs It about his store among
his employee& accidents will happen, and when
these cotne the Xuatan,; Linlmebt la wanted at once.
Keep a Bottle the Ileums. its the Pest of
ecnisou
It rep a Bottle In the Factory. Its irniatellatf
Oasis caw of accident manes pain and loss of wa.,,,ea
Reels a Bottle Alw•y• le th• •Itile for
est.... vetoeol.
Dow Pew Diaire, whisk we sew occupy,hem about 3 f Floor spa...
0
 Th. BITTKRte GI IDE Is
lossed Sept. and Manic
sash year. So- 364 pages.
Pt silk{ Usehn,with ever3 III ustratione •
w olle Picture Gallery.
DIVES Wholesale Erases04~1 Sr raissate,r • spa all goods Mr
peroonal nr family nor. Tells Isom to
order, •nel gnat eseet eon of mry.
thing yon tem, eat. drink, wasp, sir
keys hen with. Thews INVALUABLE
NOOK111 contain Infersnation gleaned
trent th• isserkets of th• world. A
eopy eent PRIM upon receipt of
10 eta. to defray expense of wiaathwa.
MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.ill .1 14 Itlebleen A •eane. t Wage, Ill.
FRITZ BROS.,
Livery, Feed and Sale Stable,
Ninth St., Nesu' I1^ pot,
- Zentucky.
Jur teams and vehicles are as good many in
se city. Coeventeetty located and ample se-
sossinedaelses. Have a roomy buggy diens,
for fermis/Anson.




lirjitiinna,e° Ronethaearcyl:•n,..1n u Screfutous
broae_siut in my body until I was a moss
of corruption. Everything in.% to the med-
ical faculty was tiled in villa. I became a
mere wreck. At times could not lift tny hands
tansy head, could not turn in bed; was in con-
stant pais, and looked upon Me as a curse
No relief or cure in ten years. In 1+0 I heard
of the Cutieura Remedies, used them, and was
pert !Mired . "
• lo Were U. S. Com. J D•
GINE OF THE HOINEST CASEe.
We hive been selling your Cuticura Reme-
dies for 3 ears, and have he first complaint yet
to niceiie bent a purchaser. One of the worat
cases of Scrofula I saw was cured by the
see of Ate bottler of t. utieura vent, 4. 11 I
cura end • ol rot soap The soap takes he
'Vete- here as a medical soap.
TAYLOR A TAYLOR, Druggists,
Frankfort, Ran.
ICKOFITLOI INHEstITED.
Anil ontagions Humors. with hoes of Hair,
and ei u pitons of the !Ain. are pee iii•ely cured
by Ant ieura and Cuticura Soap externally. and
Cutieura w hen all other medicines
tall. Seed t.ur l'ililphlet
Cuticura Remedies are sold ever where.
Price - nticuro. the Great Skin Cure, St cts
SLa.pi,vatuuili.:1;pheiteiNte wItraBulowtiderr,
11.00* Porton Deco AND Cnenic•l. Co , Bos-
iiirSemi for "How to l'iire Skin Disearea."eges, .50 illurtrations, aril lee usitinionia.a
PlirkLuir;Sp.rebyleanetke. o L re:It:at it• M I at int dc. °it
so F.
UTERINE PAINS
Anil Weaknese instantly relieved by
the tuticura Anti-Pain Plaster, a
Perfect Antidote to Pain, It !lamina-
tion and Weaknese A n w, instan-





1E14 &tidal' auppr••••411 r31F----midaz
4K- rotas* DelPossity sad  
mENSTRUATION or
211.0NTHLY SICKNESS.
If taken dating We CHUGS Weer
noterlisad Saw: VI her= ler









11.,re of them sold than any other Binder in





We have a full stock on h•nil of all sizes. We
warrant every wagon to give perfect satisfac-
tion or refund the moose. Buy your wagons
at bome where the warrantee is good.
SZ5=CI9-1.-.
We now have in our employ as foreman of onr
wagon and machine department. Mr. G. W.
liardiner, of Harrodsburg Hey thoroughly un-
derstands repairing all kinds if marh hien, and
wagons, lc . wish to call attention that
our farLittes are such that we can repair your
separators better and for lees money than any-

















Our stock ;a complete in all departments
Prices can be relied on sr being low.
Fut Bro.
taltail..TOPI D•1.1..Y PaCilitt
The Light Draught Steamer
ir IR, eek. INT IC Ei I ler
J. B. THOMPSON It imager
ati NASH. Clerk.
WM leave Reinsert& f Cannelton daily
except gueday, at it o'clock, a en, meiotic sure
tonnectione with the O., R. I N. 11... It.
&eternise, ies.-es Cannelton daily at 6:3. p.
m., Sunday except, d, and wensbore at 9 p. re.
IICIIDAY TIM' C•RD.
Lceavest!.vsommasvboroille 9s. rn. sharp
4 p. m. sharp
, Fare 000. for round trip on Sunday, bet not
responsible for stores perehase I y tee steward




Cao be sold in every famili• Gives
morainal& than threeordloary Ismail-
ia/sad thirty-Owe emirs see
plete lamp sad be easy
We man ulactur. it large has 0





The rail Twon will open on SION Y, Att•
Ot1sT .0. An experienomi faculty, tbor-






Main Street, HopkInsville, Ky.,
(Next door to Dan Merritt,;
Keeps always in stock the nicest assortment of
Fancy Grotierin, embracing everythingased in
table supplies; also a choice selection of C.gars
end Tobaccos
414010111 PHOWTILY MBILIVRKED
anywhere in the city Call at their
South Main Winn.
SOME RARE PETS.
Chat With a Practical Disciple
of Audubon.
_ -
Lop-Eared iblta. Ferretti, Guinea rigs,
Parrot. and Sweet-Singing Society
Birds - What They Are Worth
and Who Buys Thews.
'Look out, there!"
These were the words of w arn Mg Which,
gounditot above the rattle of wagons and
the tramp of passing feet, attracted the
attention of a St. Louis Repiddir.ia report-
er as he walked along North Eighth street.
Wondering what Mat about to happen, be
raised his eyes in the direction from which
the sharp, peculiar notes emanated, and
saw, perched over the door of a small tax-
idermist's shop, a bird of gaudy plumage,
a pure breed of the nuteaw parr it, meas-
uring ['envoy two and one-half feet from
beak to tip of tail.
Attracted by the var:egated dress of Miss
Polly, the reporter entered the shop, where
the pleasant-faced proprietor, who appar-
ently enjoyed a talk about bird•, became
enthusiastic when he found that the re-
porter had never inside ornithology • study
or ever read the Works of Audubon.
"That macaw parrot which you see,"
said the little man, "is known in Latin as
Psittacus Macao and in (lerman as Bother
Ares. Its home is in South America and
Brazil. It is the largest species known
and also the most beautiful, and when full
grovrn it measures three feet from beak to
tail."
"Is It a sociable bird, and can it talk as
well as the king parrot?" asked the re-
porter.
"Yes; It Is what we might call a society
bird. It soon becomes attached to its
owner and can be truseel at large, as yon
see. At times it seems to realize that it is
very beautiful sod it is pleases! to alerted
attention. It is much fonder of the ladies
than of the geutlerneti, and generally says
'good morning' to them and when they
leave it inveriably says ezioxi-byee but
when it sees a man it always exclaims
'look out.' They are not very talkative,
however. and are admired mostly for their
plumage. They are docile and inexpen-
sive to keep. eating boiled corn, stale
bread soaked in milk or coties, any kind
of fruit, and seeds, espc,cially of hemp and
sunflower, but no meat, for meat causes
them to shed then feathers."
Looking about him at the heterogeneous
collection of birds, the reporter asked:
"Do Americans spend much money for
birds sod home pets?"
"The people of this C Intl's- spell about
112,000.01O annually f ex singing birds," an-
swerol the steident of Audubon. "and ball
that amount for honie pets of other kinds,
such as poodle dogs, white rabbits, ferrets,
white mice and maltose cate Nearly500,-
001 birds are imported every year, and
more money is spent on these feathered
warblers from Gerniany and Ita'y than Is
given for the famous warblers behind the
toot ights."
"From where do we got the &last can•
ries aud what do they cost?"
"The sweetest songsters are the canaries
from the Harts zuouutains in list-many,
and those brinz from $1 r2) each.
Finches, linnets, love-bels and parrots
are also imported, but the canery eclipses
them all, amounting, I suppose, to 400,0X
annually."
-I see you hare • cage of ferrets; doyen
sell many of those:"
"The ferret is a desirable article of com-
merce and I receive orders eir one or
more every day This is only a kind of
shipping depot here. My best trade cornea
from the country."
"To whom do you sell ferrets principal-
ly?"
"They are bought by hotels, steamboats,
elevators, mills, and in fact by every one
troubled by rats. A rat may walk around
through poisons and still trouble the
siespers,but whenever he gets one scent of
the ferret-like Powantonimo-he Is seen
for the last time by his enemies. The ter-
ret has this faculty ol lengthening iteelf
ouk-so that its body is admitted into any
rat hole and it can follow a rat any-
where."
eis there but one kind of ferret?"
orTlierp are two kinds-the English,
whielt *rebuff or white with pink eyes,
and the Mete which are of a dark silver-
gray color. They are natives of Africa
and are easily domesticated. They are
often used by huntsmen, for they will
drive out rabbits and squirrels from hol-
low trees. They feed on milk and bread,
but thls is to prevent them from getting a
satiety of blood, which weuld lessen their
etsefulness, as it is the blood of the rat
thee wasjt. They are easily trained and
the redeem mere people don't use them is
simply bee/Jure they do not underatand
them. They /ell for fiye eollars each."
"And to whom do POI loteeared
rabbitsr
..31.tly to boys. The average seheel
youngster would give half he exposits iWvi
to be worth for • pair of lop-eared rab.
bits. No other rabbit has attained such
prominence. There are ninny fanciers
who consider the lop the 'only rabbit
worth noticing. Their long, drooping
corsage their most peculiar feature, and
Ia good specimens often measure from
fifteen to twenty inches. What is meant
by length of easel ear is not the actual
length of each ear, as ninny suppose.
but Is the distance obteinied by resting a
rule across the toe of the twee itud meas-
uring from the tip of the oar, reretehiem
it along the rule until the tip of the 04131#
ear is reached. They are of various Geier*
Old weigh about twenty po ands tO the
pair,"
"Can you name the class of customers
for different pets?"
etVell, it's quite the thing now, you
know, for wealthy ladms to iiwn a poodle
dog or two, and, perhaps, an En fClish Pug-
The sportive fema.e is fond of dogs, par-
rots and canariez. Girls are fond of •II
birds, and ailutire white rabbits and white
mice. Buys like squirre:s, rabbit, and
Newfoundland slid other doe4. When-
ever you eee an ititniarried woman buy •
poodle or a pug yoa may know that she is
in the sere an,1 yellow leaf en4 lies be-
come resigned to single-blessedness,
DOWN On Clgarettoot anises.
Phil Artnour. of Chicago, ham a strong
prejud ce rieseust cigarrette.smoking.
Among the te o uodred clerks in his office
are some who aes addieted to this habit,
Mr. Armour, th•-•refure, had modest 1341.
notice written iu ink to the effect thet /lc
cigarette-smoking allowed here" mie
placed over his cashier's window. It•ery
tunic a clerk draws his pay he sees the
warning legend.
Indian Girls In Gay At bre.
At the hall at Oldtown, recently
given by the Governor of the Maine In-
dians. one hendsome young squaw was
fairly daszliug iis a very becoming cote
tume of blue mous and old go'd plush,
with an elaborately simbrO•dereol front to
the skirt, and another wore *dress of com-
bined bri ,ut •nd briebt bine.
Dense smoke from the forest fires
caused the collioons of two pitesenger
trains on the Iron Mountain road in
Arkaneas. No one was killed, but five





from a manup n Blotch, or Ernotion,
to the wont Scrofula. rialt.rhenan,
"Fever . rare.," Scaly or Moneta
Skin. in abort, all dilleaJOII caused by bad
blood nre eonquered by ties powerful, pure
tibia. 'aid invigorating medicine. Great
nti gang ulljenel cs!"PopectrapkIlilit;
its poteney In elint lif Tester, Reese awe,
earbu Arles, Sore 1 I es, Strof-
nlon• Sores and towelling., Slip.
loin' Disease, White Smelling',
Goitre, or Thick Neck, end Enlarged
hi stamps for •
large Croatia., ith color d phut on Skin
bustesoo, of see mine amount for at Demise
on Serofilloim A I fisth
"THE BLOOD In THE 1,1FE.'"
Thoroughly chillier it by Awing Dr. Pierre's
Golden Medical Milroy pry, 111111good
digestion, a fair skin, hiaipsarat •pir.
its, and vital strength, eel be moteleished.
CONSUMPTION,
whieli Serof Nilo of the Lange, is ar-
rested and cored by Dim remedy, if taken Is--
fort-Me teat metes of the dimmer are ri *chi it.
From its marvelous power over thw b 'lady
fatal Melee., whet% Bret tiff. ring this new
celebrated remelts to the public. Dr. PIFIWK
thought aerli nutty (of it ills ‘`Con-
sumption Cnre,tt hut abendoned that
moo. as too 'hinted for meilleine will.
from its wonderful combination of tonic. or
strengthemine alteretIve, or hlood-elentiaing.
ittiti.hilloos, pectoral, and nutritive pewee-
Dee, Is unequaled, not (rely on remeey for
ocmaiimetion, but for all (*braille Ole.
onswee the
Liver, Blood, and Lon's.
If you feel dull. drowsy. delelltaerd, see
sallow color of skin, or ) ellow isiehrowe mots
on Moe or hotly. frequent hendatilie or Mut-
nem. had teat. In month, Internal beet or
chills, alternating with hot Mollies. low spirits
and gloomy fon•ta Ames, Irrtwiller appetite,
and ended tongue, are suffering from
Indlgeetion, Dyspepsia. and Torpid
Liver. :„.- "Hill° sssss a." In many
moo onlye,wrt of thsee symptoms Ore expe-
rienced. As a rernoli• for till such ems*
Dr. Pierre's Golden Medical Die.
revery us unatirpideed.
for Weak L units, Spitting of
Blood. Shortnte of Breath, Bron.
chills, Asthma. Severe Coughs, and
kindred affections, it is an efficient ieneety.
&MD KO DRUGGIST., at $1.00, or III
B•TTLES for $5.00.
Send ten cents In main's. for Dr. Pierce*/
hnok on I 'onsemptIon. Adder**,
Worldei Dispensary Medical Aliso.
elation, 66"1 Main Streolk istirreue N: Y.
$500 REWARD
is offered by the proprieters
of lir. Sage's Catarrh Remedy
for n cam- entarrh which
they rennet emirs.. If you
have a ilioehargt. from the
nose, ofenelve or otherwise. partial kes of
smell. taste, or Marine, weak f•yes, dull pain
or pnasure in head. yell have Cntarrh. Thou-
sands of mem terminate in consumption.
Dr. Sage's CATARItH KISIIIDY Mires the worst
atom oo come of Catarrh, "Cold In the




. "WITH BUBBLING GRO AN!"
A Fatal Sense et Security Awfully
Realised at Sea.
Ceske, K Y., Nov.le -J. N. Wartleid I ''A wet sheet ao.I a ageing eta, a breeze that
! fol ma • faist.''
lett tor Los A 'agree', Cal., 'I towel) .
I From Me Mok-out the lei Will old cap-
Miss Edna Whitaker returned from Iitem ot y ureter inerchaiituian coat" ail
*meetly glatice the tiletant horizonTusciiiiibiae Ala., Friday.
Two eleers of the church indulged in
"eturbance" on Guile Avenue lam,
week, hoteely hurt.
Deacou Jim Ballard, from Glen Bur-
We, a as Die gutot oi mention Mende
Suhday.
The Biptiets will build a Like church
here in the near future.
Connuothire %atom buildieg a
dwel tor Win. Campbeit, ou tbe
south side ut "Lowe Hollow."
Misees Maly mid A McKee iire
visiting M MS Lizzie White, hi south
Chrietieu.
There were regular services at Pleas-
ant Grove church last Sabbath morning.
Mr. Hart C. Bronaugh diseovered the
trestle horth of the station to be on tire
Saturday, but he extinguithed the flames
before any harm was done.
Capt. Mike Hurley returned Sunday
with teeety Bleu, mid assorting
Buraie to put the section in first-chess
shape for a inter.
Mrs. Caine Brinkley, (Mho Dixon,
Ir. C. Hollis, O. B. Marti'', Henry
Rucker and has. K. Wade are among
those ell() hays, "acivel tired" lettere on
the list here, this month.
OLls 1110Illitesis Y.
-
A celebreted artist town lies just
fluidise) a blew legit, it reads: Use Lax-
adur, the gulden remedy fur all liver
diseases. Price only 25 cents.
An infallible Owl of pliyeical decay is
sleeplessness; if this is clatigerous in au
adult, it Is deadly in early childhood.
Dr. Bull's Baby Syrup will always as-




CRoFroN, K Y., Nov. 22 -His reported
thet Capt. Ryan, of Ruseeliville, has
leased the Mannington mines and coke
ovens mild a ill begin operations there
again in a few days.
Mrs. Vonee hoe tuovoi her
store to the front norms of Cordy Bowl-
ing's/ hail buildieg.
Mrs. Sandy, ati old lady of the Wilson
precinct, died last week.
Georee F. 34) ers liar moved to our
town and George Ilehtley hes moved to
Mr. Myer's farm near here.
Jake Crick, aldist hewing ties last
week, cut his foot badly, splitting It half
way ()pee. It is feared that amputation
eel be hecersary.
Whilst felling timber a few days ago,
Cticie Joe Smith, Stuertre prechict,
got ceught under a falling tree and bad-
ly mashed up, though is not thought to
be dangerously hurt.
City id Bien 1 old is in Nashville attend-
itig his father, Joe lecurland, alto Ilan
just passed thrungb timelier of the dan-
gerous operaUone that was lieeenery 1.0
his relief.
Kt v. Mr. Cole wiil hold Timeksgiving
service here next Thunday.
Elijah W. Davis and Buell Davis eith
their families will move to litilon coun-
ty to rs side this week.
Mr. Jones, an old gentleman who IMP
been riannieg McKeigliCe mill for amine
time, died last iday ot pneumonia awl
ha interred at Cartlebury church.
Forest tires have been raglog se'v-
eral localities near here and thveral
thousand panels of fencing consumed.
l' 1'. McKnight and J. R. Brown, of
McKnight's mill neighborhood. being
the heaviest sufferers. Some scoundrel
made an effort to tire the smokehouee of
Mr. Brown whilst the tire was raging,
but the effort was discovered In time to
be frustrated. te. A. B.
. 400-
Give Them a Chance.
That Is to say, your lungs. Also all
your breathing machinery. Very won-
derful niachillery it is. Not only the
larger air-paesages, but the thousetels
of little tubes and cavities leading from
them.
When these are clogged and (+eked
with matter which ought not to be there
your lungs cannot half do their wore.
And what they do they cannot do well.
Call It cold, miugh. croup, piteumo-
tea, cataarh, courumption or any of the
fau.ily of throat and nese and head Mid
lung obetructions, all are bail A i I
ought to be got rid of. There is just
oi,e sure way to get HO of theni. 'that
is to take Bosenees German Synip,
elects any druggist will sell yuu at 73,
eente a bottle. Even if every thing else
has failed you, you may depend upon
this for vermin.
The Firs at Eater.
KI.EruN, KT., Nov. W.-About 10:30
Wit eight fire was diseovered in an old
frame hotel building, occupied by E. H.
Petrie, on the morthweist corner of the
sqiisre. The building being very old
and dry, the fiernee were semi beyond
control and the building was rapiilly
consumed, with two adjoining frame
storehouses owtuid lyy J. W. Lewis, one
store vacant, the other occupied by R.
E. Leigh, grocer. The wind Was blow-
ing from the northwest and sparks soon
ignited the Kennedy House, a brick ho-
tel. with a shingle root', at a distaoce
seventy-live yard., on the east side of the
Public Square. From this building the
Exchange Hotel, directly south on the
oppoeite aide of Rueseilville street,
caught. The flames also extended west-
ward to the law office of II. G. Petrie
and the office of Drs. McReynolds &
Zericor afid the 'tank of Elkton, and was
checked by the tire wall and metal roof
of the law office of Judge W. le Reeves
and W. E. King. Between it E. Leigh's
grocery and the Keieleily House was a
block of brick buildiegs owned by J.
W. Lewis and ocetipled, respectively,
by Lewis & Pepper, dry goods; Mart &
Maury. growled, and A. B. Hirschfield.
dry goods. These buildings had fire
Walla and metal roofs and were not in-
jured. 'The loth front this Ars le Milner
tes1 at about $13,01)0; about one fourth
covered by insurance.
A Sound Legal Opinion.
K. Bainbridge Monday Esq., County
Atty., Clay Co„ Tex., say s : " I ave
used Electric Bitters with moet happy
reetilte. My brother also was very low
with Malarial Fever and Jaundice, but
was Clireil by timely use of this medi-
cine. Ain saddled Electric Bitters sav-
ed tile life."
Mr. D. 1. Wileozeon. of north Cave,
Ky., olds a like testimoey, saying: Ile
positively believes he would have died,
load it not been for Kleetrie Bitting.
Thlr great remedy o ill ward off, as
well as cure all Malaria Ithwimee, and
for all Kidney, Liver and Stomach 1)16-
orders stands Price 50 eta.
anti SIAM at Harry B. (Indwell City
Pharmacy.
se- 40--
Samuel Light, Louisville, was beaten
almost to death by David ltichartison on
ausitiunt of a boy whom lia had at-
tempted to punish for taunting him.
The boy w Richardson's son.
All sufferers with such chronic ail-
ments as liver disease, dyspepsia, blood
diseases, cough, consumption (scrofula
of die lungs,) and kindred diseases
should know that Dr. Pierce's "Golden
Medical Discovery" Is their best friend
in such deep affliction. It cone s
soothe, alleviste and cure.
A bomb was thrown Into the Iowa
Iron works at Dubuque Tuesday night,
and the explosion was heard all over the
city. No one was hurt, but the build-
ing was fired.
If Man-a-lin had mit the merits It has,
t would not be so largely used nor so
universally commended.
Two bottles of Pe ru-na cured the
Chronic Catarrh of Mrs. Robt. Grimes,
Rendville, Ohio.
See! subtler a 4111/1.11 epeck 01 cloud *•uo
larger Until a Ill 111 's hand." Ile laratath.
s It ai plefellig eye 101 a fee mil
went., then reiselite tor Itnig eyeglass
To hir experiebccd s le o , tide harmless
little cloud nett/hem' deiiger.
Across Ids broez el lace there couie• a
lout 01 tie lei moustuon, and, with quick
tartlet s to tlie We coati. ir put
ebout reel ail sail matte 10T the tweets'.
harbor, *mite eppers suleis the
anchor le dropped, mid the hare> mari-
ners watch tbe approaclittig storm Willi
&fleece!
*The storm bursts!
The decks have been cleared, the sails
close hurled, and all ordinary prepara-
tions made fur an emergency.
The rtorm increases buten even', safe.
But see! um vessel gives a sudden
lurch, Itll lit quickly about, and away
she goes!
The anchor chain has broken !
This mighty ship might, have riddet
betel>, but lor sole weak link that an-
chor chain !
The strength of the chain is nu greater
than the so ength ol its a eakest
°la the sea sit life, how many men are
writ:kr.' because of the unsuspected
weeklies* ce a link in the chaiii of health,
--uue eeek vital organ in the bui1y.
The mystery of uvath is even greater
than the inyrtery of lite. We thiiik the
lieks of our sham are strong. but we too
seldom critically exehithe them for our-
selves, and hey, r really know that they
will bear the wail, that we put upon
them.
' 1 have a friend," siiel Dr. Dio Lew-
is, "wl.o eau lilt 900 poutitia, and y et
habitual sufferer front kidney
liver trouble anti low spirits." The dte-
tor Of 1 10 was one of the wirest and saf-
est public teacher,. of the lit o s of health,
wrote:
"The eery marked terelnionials Iron'
college proteeenroreopectable ph) sitiat's
and other geoltienieu eitelligelice red
cheracter, to the value el Warner's sale
cure, have giestly surprised me. .Maey
of these gentlemen '. know, and, readieg
their [testi iiiii hy, I ZS i litipelled to pur-
chase seine bottles of Witmer's safe cure
and anals ze it. Besides I took sonic,
swallowleg three times the preocribed
qualitity I sin satisfied that the meili-
Mike is not ii prime', and will frankly
add that if I found myself the victini of
a serious kidney trouble should use
this preperation.
One year ago the Servla, while in a
greet dorm, parted her rutider
'Amite-no aolider,-it was - moot
through! Tbe key to human health is
the condition of the kidneys, end they
may Oink be iliseasett anti we be Ignorant
of the fart, becan-e they give forth ilttle
or no pain. They ei reality' cause the
majoriry of all the dentho by polluting




Bosertes, Noir. 20 -A Globe special
from Briegeport, COI I I I., says that the
main building of Barnum & Bailey's
"Greatest Show on Edell" was entirely
ileetroyed by fire this evening about I :3(.)
o'clock. An alarm was asiniiiletl,
followed by • general alarm, and
tfioneande of people were drattioto the
spot In lem then thirty tuitiutes the
big building, which was 600:200 feet
and two stories in height, was entirely
consumed. 'The first intitnetion of the
fire was given by the roarieg 'Attie lions
and tigers, alto seemed to realize the im-
pending danger. Next the elephaets
struggled in their chains, but In 1111 In-
credibly short time the flames swept
from oee end of the huge strueture
the other. There were six watchmen
employee Oil the premiere, but they were
helpless to check the demo!. One of the
meti was in the horse building when his
lantern exploded, Ignitieg the !lay mid
straw. Five of the watelitnen have ree
ported, but one is missieg. The upper
portion of the buildiug was filled with
hay mid all the paraphernalia of the
great show.
Before the first alarm ceased roundel
the whole building was enveloped in fire
and 1.o 'me dared approach the structure
fearing the tome -d animals. Three
elephants were burped and thirty-six
boom from tht Ir farteillege and dished
through the sides of the burnieg bend-
nig. 'Their roars mid trumpeting& and
tOtilide of torment were terrific. Six
elephants mid • large African hipopota-
cuus rushed about the streets, presenting
a sickening appearance. Their sides
were burned and great pietism of desh a
'pot rquare fell off Tiiirty elephant.'
and One large lion made their recaps.
mid have started ff* acmes the country
toward Fairfield and Eamon. Greet
Merin has seired manly residents of the
West lied, who having tette,' refuge in
their home. with windows barred. The
loss is estImeteil at $7e0,00'). hieureece
$100,000.
Sticatt•e, 11. 4!.
for sprains, bruisep, rheumatism,
cramps, indentation, swelling, cuts,
burns, rte., mall, aphilit, rittlittg./1
windgall, epizootic, scratches, rte.,
hereto, Mangum Root Liniment is a sure
cure. The "King of Liniments" la the
universal verdict. Never fails to cure
any ailment that can be reached by au
external medical application. 30 cents
per bottle. For sale by all druggists.
Littell's Living Age for P458.
This standard weekly megazine soon
enters upon ita forty-fifth year. It is the
only eatiefactorily fresh and eomplete
compilation of the best periodical litera-
ture of the world, and hence its long coil-
wined succeed In the multiplicity of
periodicals it is well nigh Indispensable to
the American reader,ae it alone entails 14
11411, with a smell outlay of time and
money, to keep pace with the best litera-
ture of the der, and abreast with the
work of the most eminent living writers.
Its prospe qui for INli le well worth at•
tendon In iselecting one'r reading metier
for the new year. Reduced clubbiug
rates with other periodicals are given,
and to new subecribers n-1111[014 vow
for the year 18:48 the intervenieg num-
bers are rent grade. &
Boston, are the publieliers.
- --
Lung 'Troubles mei Wasting Diseases
can be cured if properly treited in time,
as show mi by the IfolldwIlig Itotenieht
from F. L. Jolimeni, M. I) , Greenwood,
La.; "I hada severe case of Pneutuutile,
4..th Lungs ievolved; no appetite, sick
stomach, general weekoesm, end com-
plete eithatiation. pee her Scott's
Emulsion Cod Liver fill with Hypo-
plimpliites of lime real pude, accorilleg to
de
-retiree and she has Improlied ever
A fatal railroad accident motored on
the (' O. & S. W. road Ft iday rimming.
A trestle near radium!' caught tiro and
a poising freight crashed through, kill-
ing the engineer and a forks-man and
wouieling three others.
How E. Steiner*, Temple Won a FrIze.
Something of a sensation was i•reated
yesterday morning by the annou moment
that a tenth ticket which hail won the
second capital prize of $50,900 In The
Louisiana State Lottery, in the drawing
of Tueeday, was held by E. Steiner, of
the clothing and furnishing establish-
tnent of M. Schram, on Twelfth St. Tel-
egrams eonfircising the good news were
received later In the day and "Steiner"
was the recipient of congrefulations on
all sides. The lucky ticket was 61,503,
a tenth Of Which he held --Temple (Tex )
Weekly Times, Sept. 17th.
---oreaseereetoieeeioeee
A Blg Wreck.
LOutsvieut, Nov. 20.-A special tO
the Courier-Journel says: About 7:30
o'clock a. in., as Ireight train No. 16,
Lewis emptied, conductor, and John
/Oman, enitineer, was running at its
reguler speed on a through trip to Louis-
vi, le, W fool: crrithit's creek was reached
it ear observed that Llie trestle
co.-slier the stream, 'erne 300 feet long
d sisepeinled filly feet above ies bed,
was ablizi. The fire was seen on
rutinilitig the behd wily a few yards
ir he structure, and the engineer
barely luid eine *.t, call lor down brakes
:reltd e lie wan upon the trestle. This he
doe however, mid lie was immediately
eldieWeieii by the brakemen ou top of the
treiti, but e heti the eligititer reached
the tenter el the bridge the strlicture
gave nay , Ale entire train of
tawite-twu care aas thrown int) the
ravitie below.
I lie the at once spread to the loaded
box-cars, a Hell contained bales] cotton
and dried lumber, and belore the horri-
fied trainmen could collect their senses
alwoet the moire train Lad been con-
sumed. When the wen were brought
together, a few moments after the
bridge gave way, it was found that two
of ;heir number were aboeut.
Eligieskr John Ronan, of Paducah,
a as towel under sotne heavy timbers
dead,and burned almost beyond recogni-
Li4,11. lie had reinaintil bravely at Ine
post of duty, met wee bound only a few
beet away Irolli his cab window, through
a hich lie had been forced. Wallace
Ji grey, the lower brakemen, was lying
hear the engineer, mei wad aleo burned
to a crisp. The bodies were placed
along the readride by the few brakemen
alio were unhurt, and one uf their
number dispatched to Paducah, seven
lilies distant for (or assistance.
Almost every man connected with the
train was badly bruised and injured,
Mit Conductor eetuipbell an 1 Brakeman
John White contrived for awhile to
minister as btst they could to the wane.
of Fireniall Tom Lolig, who oustained a
broken leg.
A special train wee not long it) hur-
ryiug to Llie scene, but water Was so
scarce and the Ilsines so hot that little
could be done but look at the fla nes
wait a tire eughle arrived neon Padu
eel': *the iiij.ared mei' were all sent to
lie c pee) 's leepital at Paducah.
tier- instruetions *ere given that they
te• paid every ettention. The bodies ef
the dead [lien were also properly dis-
mord of and their relatives notified of
the disaster.
The freight cars are all more or less
damaged, some being totally destroytil,
while their contente are thought to be
• reu.siti7e1
of the fire at the trestle Is
raid bi the railroad officlele lusre to be
much of a mystery, the roily explains-
doe being a probability of its having
Callght ;rill II falling sparks from the en-
gine parsing over the bridge a few
hours before. The bridges and trestles
.1.01 the lines are very dry from the
&with, and Rio weeks ago epeeist! Or-
ders were giveli by the C., (J. and S W.
officials, sppoluting trock- walkers for
eVery section. The walker at Garth-
'we'd creek me:tem posed over the tres-
tle there jest &tier the early train, and
saw no signs whatever of Ore, wo that
it the burtillig was crime(' by sparks
from the engine the fire caught readily
aed spread rapidly.
The lose will fall little short of $73,-
000, most of which is on a reshipment
of cotton from Tennesseets river to New
I nrk awl 011 the engine, which was
tem' pletel deinol imbed.
A large force of men will be put te
work at mice clearing •way the debris
preparatory to putting up a new trestle.
In the meantime there will be no delay
in passenger traffic, at least. A direct
[render will be made frem one side of
the bridge to cars on the opposite side,
&nil very little incoivenience afforded
pageengers.
The etructure will be replaced HI leas
than a week.
Acilt;-e'rheumatie-.; an inflammation
the lent". marked by pain, heat and
redeems. With three mptems apply
g Ovation 011,the great peinectire at oeoe.
Price V5 cent& a butthe
Nothing tries tile patleime of a man
more emu to listen to a hawking (lough,
which lie knows could eerily be cured
with Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup.
Great Destructlois.
Nov. 22.-Reports of the
devaatation wrought by Aired fires and
coed ignitions on piglet-01one resulting
from theln, etmilli tie to pour in from East-
«rn Arkatiaas and Northwestern Ten-
nemee. Nineteen cotton gins with
qiiantities of cotton have been burned
within the last tweet) days in Bolivar
end Waehington counties, Woe Most
of these were steam gins, worth from
$3.000 to $10,C100 each, and but few were
insured for anything like their value.
On the Poplar Grove plantation In Lee
county, Ark., two tine gins with sixteen
bales of cotton have been destroyed. In
Crittenden county the gins 'if L. Jenkins,
a ith forty Imles of cotton; of Sheriff
Warner, with forty bales, and 'I'. C.
parks, * with seeetity-dve bales, have
be4enuitigler7;jtrestle work on the 131 Insas
City, Seringtteld & Metuphle road at
Merited Tree, Ark., was burned Satur-
'lay night. A "shoody" is being built
around the place. Meantime trellis pass
ovgr the Eliotell brench of the Iron
Mountain to Forest City, Ark., thence
over the Memphis & Little Rock road.
Fires are ranging through St. Francis
mid Mieeissippi river bottoms in
Arkansase and Cowley'a Ridge, the be-
gi ening of the highlands forty miles back
from the Missiseipi river, Is ablaze from
one eed to the other, a dietance of more
than sixty miles. Grand prairie and
the preirles along White river, late the
paradire of litititers after prairie chick-
ens and snipe, are now blackened
wastes. Thotiaande of birds have been
destroyed and the country as a hunting
ground is ruined.
III the rovampe people following in
the trate( of the !lames Mid the carcasses
ot deer and toar that were overtaken
end burned te death. 'The deer bare
fled the cultivated fiel 'a and have
become almost as tame as sheep. The
stoek range is destroyed, as weees will
spring tip 111 place ot the grass. l'he
high winds that prevail foil the efforts
of the people to subdue the lire.
On Saturday night a burricene swept
through Crittenden e minty on the op-
posite side of the lel iselsmipi river from
Mempler, oneppleg off big trees like
pipe ammo and drivieg the !ismer for-
wen! with terrine ppeed. Several per-
ilous have narrowly escaped lynching at
the hen& 1111 pcople lio suspected thew
of firing the grass en the prairies. The
editor of the DeWitt, Ark.. Reporter,
who has a ranch on Grand prairie,
charged the editor of the opporitIon
paper with petite* fire to his place, and
the coutreveray between them Is likely
to end In musing gore to flow,
Dr. William (inerrant, a physielan of
twenty years' experience In the bottoms,
is the only person yet heard from W 110
1111 Ioresee good result.* from the fires.
He claim,/ that the destruction of decay-
ed leaves anti undergrowth will do away
with malaria to such an extent that
white people can be healthy In the
bottoms.
Don't Yen Know
that you cannot alTord to neglect that
catarrh? Don't you know that it may
lead to consumption, to insanity, to
death ? Don't you know that it can be
easily cured? Don't you know that
while the thoueand and one nostrunis
you have tried have utterly failed that
Dr. Sage's Catarrh Remedy is a certain
cure? it halt stood the test of years,
and there are hundreds of thoesands of '
grateful men and women in all parts of
the conntry who can testify to ite effica-
ry. All druggists.
semosiesoopeges
What is tbis Disease that is Coslag.
Upon Us ?
Like a thief at night it steals
in upon 118 unawares. The pa-
tients have pains about the
chest and sides, and sometimes
in the back. They feel dull
and sleepy; the mouth has a
bad taste, especially in the
morning. A sort of sticky slime
collects about the teeth. The
appetite is poor. There is a
'eeling like a heavy load on the
Ltomach; sometimes a faint, all
;one sensation at the pit of the
tomach which food does not
satisfy. The eyes are sunken,
the hands and feet become cold
-Ind clammy. After a while a
cough sets in, at first dry, but
after a few months it is attend-
ed with a greenish-colored ex-
pectoration. The patient feels
ired all the while, and sleep
'toes not seem to afford any
:•est After a time he becomes
iervous, irritable and gloomy,
Lnd has evil forebodings. There
s a giddiness, a sort of whirl-
ng sensation in the head when
-ising up suddenly. The bow-
'Is become costive; the skin is
lry and hot at times ; the blood
,ecomea thick and stagnant;
he whites of the eyes become
tinged with yellow; the urine
is scanty and high cob3red, de-
positing a sediment after stand-
There is frequently a
pitting up of the food, some-
..imes with a sour taste and
sometimes with a sweetish
taste; this is frequently at-
tended with palpitation of the
heart; the vision becomes irn-
mired, with spots before the
'yes; there is a feeling of great
lrostration and w.akiiess. All
these symptoni- are in turn
•Iresent. It is thought that
;iLarly one-third of our popu-
lation has this disease in some
of its varied forms.
It has been found that phy-
-;cians have mistaken the cause
of this disease. Some have
treated it for a liver complaint,
others for kidney disease, etc.,
etc., but none of these kinds of
treatment have been attended
with success; for it is really
mmstipation and dyspepsia. It
is also found that Shaker Ex-
tract of Roots, or Mother Sei-
gel's Curativy Syrup, when
properly prepared will remove
this disease, in all its stages.
Care must be taken, however,
to secure the genuine Article.
IT WIRL SELL BETTER THAN
COTTON.
Mr. John C. IIemptinstall,
of Chulafirmee, Cleburn Co.,
Ala., writes: "My wife has
been so much benefited by
Shaker Extact of Roots or
Seigel's Sirup that she says
she would rather be without
part of her food than without
the medicine. It has done her
more good than the doctors and
all other me lieines put together.
I would ride twenty miles to
get it into the bands of any suf-
ferer if he can ii,•et it in no other
way. I believe It will soon sell in
this State better than cotton.
TESTIMONY FROM TEXAS.
Mrs. S.E. Barton, of Varner,
Ripley Co. Mo., writes that
she had bee'u long afflicted with
dyspepsia and disease of tha
urinary organs and was cured
by Shaker Extract of Roota.
Rev. J. J. McGuire, merchant,
ef the name place, who sold
Mrs. Barton the medicine, says
he has sold it for four years'
SHE WAS ALMOST DEAD
and never knew it to fail.
I was so low with dyspep-
Fria that there was not a phy-
sician to be found who could
do anything with me. I had
fluttering of the heart and
swimming of the head. One
day I read your pamphlet called
"Life Among the Shakers,"
which described my diseme
better than I could myself. I
tried the Shaker Extract of
Roots and kept on with it until
to-day Irejoice in good health.
Mrs. g. Tinsley, Bevier,
)/luhlenburg Ky:
For sale by all Druggists, ot
addresq the proprietor, A. J.
White, Limited, 54 Warren
St., New York.
Mr. Randall has written a letter to
Mr. Carlisle saying that he had never
expressed any opinion on the Thoebe
contest case, and did not know that any
importance was attached to it.
E. P. 0.
Don't waste time and money and un-
dergo needles. torture with the knife
when Ethiopian l'ile Ointment will af-
ford Instant relief and certain cure In ev-
ery case of blind, bleeding, Itching, in-
ternal and external piles. Rangum Hoot
Medicine Co., Manufacturers, Nashville,
Tenn. 50 cente and $1 per bottle. Sold
by all druggists.
•
An unknown 41 lady died on the
cars on the J. it . 4 1. road near R
ford, Indiana, Tuesday. Her destina-
tion was Crab Orchard, Ky. Old age
was the supposed cause of death.
T. I. N. C.
Doe% suffer any longer, but use Tan-
ner's Infallible Neuralgia Cure, the only
infallible cure on earth for all forms of
neuralgia and nerve& Ileadeche. Ran-
gum Root Medicine. Co , ithulfauturers,
Napliville Tenn. 50 cries per tem. Seel
by all drugetsts.
HORSES FOR FOOD.
An Amateur Slatight•r-HOUlte hi a
New York Park.
• Cheap VI ay of Feedbag Animals In the
blenagerie-Cheep Honsefiesh Substi-
tuted for Expensive Moof-Tho
Butcher at Work.
A bay horse, so old and broken down that
It was barely able to walk, says the New
York Mee was led into a low building in
the sheepfold of Central Perk, acid the man
who held the halter called eHenry." A l
man wearing a white apron and carrying an
the appeared in answer to the summons. I
He covered the horse's bead with a piece of
jute bagging, balanced the axe and threw
back his shoulders. The horse stood mo-
tionless. Tben the the descended on the
horse's bead and the animal fell to the
ground. Another moment and blood was
gushing from a gash in his throat. Fifteen
minutes later the caremis waa skinned, cut
up and bung on hooks like beef ins butcher's
shop
"What is it intended fort" inquired the
reporter of Superinteoident Conklin.
eThe wild animals in the menagerie," wee
the reply. "It seems a bit hard, doesn't it,
that the animals of all others that contribute
most to the comfort of men should be sacri-
ficed to satisfy the hunger of animals that
make a practioe of eating men wben they
have the opportunity! But it really is not
hard. We buy our horses at the 'horse
morgue' on Avenue A. At this place old
and decrepit horses are offered for sale.
They have served their time in the trams
and they are generalty sold to be killed.
We buy such animals and kill them pain-
lessly, as you have seen it done. We have
tried this for a year or more, and find that
it is eminently satisfactory, not only to the
park management, but to the owners of the
horses.
"We have had !tomes given to US, UM," Isa
oentinued. "Not long ago • wealthy rese
dent of Madison avenue gave us one of the
handsomest horses I ever saw. It wee Leo-
Lucky bred, and was used by the gentle-
man's wife as • riding-borse. One day
while riding it in the park it had an attar*
of biind staggers and threw the lady. Me
was so badly frightened that she refused to
ever ride it again, nor would she allow tt to
be driven in harness or be sold. Sto he asked
me to kill it and use it for food in the
menagerie. His man led the &Mind up to
the sheepfold one afternoon and I looked it
over. I believe that it never would have
had another attack of the malady. The case
was not hopeless by any means. I would
gladly have given one hundred dollars for
it and used it for my own driving, but the
horse was given to the park to be tilled,
and killed it had to be. I don't think I ever
saw an animal killed before in my life with
such regret.
"That is not the only case of this sort,"
went on the doctor. "A number of busi-
ness men whose faithful horses have be-
come disabled by age or accident have sent
them up here to be killed. One aftertioat
last summer, while I waa at my desk in the
armory, • gentlemao entered my office lead-
Ing a pretty little girl by the hand. She
had been crying, and I thought I could see
faint traces of tears in his eyes. The gentle-
man gave me his card. He is • banker oa
Wall street.
" 'My little daughter,' said lie, 'hes some.
thing she wants to say to you.'
" 'No, you tell him, papa,' abe said. ber
eyes filling with tears. 'I-I--don't believe
I can tell him.'
e •What is it that I can do for your I
asked.
" 'I want you to k•kill my dear little Kitty.
No I don't either. You tell him all about it,
yaps.'
4•Bere the gentleman took pity on the
daughter and told me, not without emotion,
that • favorite Shetland pony belonging to
his child had met with an sodden% in the
park that morning near his house on upper
Fifth avenue. Its leg was broken and be
bad it taken to his atabie on a dray. lie
couldn't bear to have it lolled on the prem-
ises and he wanted me to send for it and
heve it killed in the sheepfold. As he of-
fered to pay all the expense* of the removal
I consented. That is only ooe of a number
of such instances since it has been general-
ly known that we dispose of horses in that
manner.''
"How did you come to substitute horse-
flesh for boef in your bill of farce' asked
the reporter.
"We found lt was very much cheaper and
much more convenient. We formerly paid
Scents a pound for our beef, which cost us
not lees than elle a week on an average.
How, including the salary of Henry &or,
our butcher, our expenses for feeding the
carnivorous animals is not over 112.1 a week.
Quite a savings& you see."
"How do you manage to make tt so
cheap!"
"By buying horseethat are worth nothing
except for their hides and hoofs. They cost
us $5 each, and we get a rebote of 12.5o each
for their hoofs and hides."
"But all horses are not fit for food event"
"True. I never buy any street-car horses
because the veterinary surgeous employed
by the companies doctor them up teeth
drugs, chiefly nitre, weft= In they bedin to
show signs of failing These drugs render
them unfit for food. Only about ace-fifth
the horses offered there for sale are useful
for food."
"How can you tell st.hether you have
bought a healthy horse?"
"I can generally judge by seeing
but to make sure I examine them after
are alaughteree for pleuro-pneumoota,
dere, and other infectious diseases-ere kill
two a week on an average. Sometimes we
buy a horse that is too good to be killed. We
have two such alliMalb now, which we use
about the park for working purposes."
"How is the refuse disposed of I"
'' We send it down to the offal ewer, and
there the city takes charge and carries it
out to sea.-
BLACK TOBY'S FIDELITY.
A Cat That Starved Rather Than Desert
Her Master's Grave.
Toby wee a black female cat, with a white
spot under her chin. She 'always went with
my father to his office, returning home
when she had seen him safe inside; then
waited for him at the garden gate until his
return at dinner time, says Chaffereas.
During the merit and supper she would sit
on his knee, and he would now and then nos
tioe her by patting and calling her "Oki
Citr1.•' This went on for some years, when
my father %MS seized with illness of which
be died. During the illness the cat showed
great uneasiness, making distreentng
noises, so that it was necessary to debar
ber the house
My father died and was reznoved lie
codin downstairs. The following nto
the cat was found sleeping on the lid of
oeffin. The cat followed the corpse to
grave, a distance of a quarter of a pt
ofter which tee eternal was missed.
next day a member el the faintly, Who Welli
to put flowers on the grave, found poor
pussy stretched there, evidently starviag.
Food was taken to her, as sbe resisted all
attempts to make her return bome; but it
was impossible to save her life, end sbe wee
found one (ley quite dead on her master's
grave.
14E4 Experiment.
'You cannot afford to waste time in ex-
perimenting when your lungs are in
danger. Coneumption always Peeing, at
first only a cold. leo not permit any
dealer to impoie upon you with some
cheap imitation of Dr. King's New Dis-
covery for Consumption, Coughs snd
Colds, but be sure you get the genuitie.
Because he can make more profit he may
tell you he has something lust as good,
or just the same. Don't be deeeived,
but insist upon getting Dr. King's New
Discovery, which is guaranteed to give
relief in all Throat, Lung and Chest af-
fection*. For sale at IL Gareer's
City Pharniacy.
Regulatior in Chester county, S. C.,
took a negro and a white wouian out
the wools and severely' flogged them.
-.re- • 
---
Thoee who have once tried La-cu-pi•a
are never willing to use anything else
for a blood disease.
La-cu pi-a cured Mrs. Chriatiaii Zelle,
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rylretiMee corner Mb and Main
DR. DARE BELL
Offers his professioaal services to the people of
Hoptinevele and vicinity.
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